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Abstract
Algorithmic DNA tiles systems are fascinating. From a theoretical perspective, they can result in simple systems
that assemble themselves into beautiful, complex structures through fundamental interactions and logical
rules. As an experimental technique, they provide a promising method for programmably assembling complex,
precise crystals that can grow to considerable size while retaining nanoscale resolution. In the journey from
theoretical abstractions to experimental demonstrations, however, lie numerous challenges and complications.
In this thesis, to examine these challenges, we consider the physical principles behind DNA tile self-assembly.
We survey recent progress in experimental algorithmic self-assembly, and explain the simple physical models
behind this progress. Using direct observation of individual tile attachments and detachments with an atomic
force microscope, we test some of the fundamental assumptions of the widely-used kinetic Tile Assembly
Model, obtaining results that fit the model to within error. We then depart from the simplest form of that model,
examining the effects of DNA sticky end sequence energetics on tile system behavior. We develop theoretical
models, sequence assignment algorithms, and a software package, StickyDesign, for sticky end sequence design.
As a demonstration of a specific tile system, we design a binary counting ribbon that can accurately count
from a programmable starting value and stop growing after overflowing, resulting in a single system that can
construct ribbons of precise and programmable length. In the process of designing the system, we explain
numerous considerations that provide insight into more general tile system design, particularly with regards to
tile concentrations, facet nucleation, the construction of finite assemblies, and design beyond the abstract Tile
Assembly Model.
Finally, we present our crystals that count: experimental results with our binary counting system that represent
a significant improvement in the accuracy of experimental algorithmic self-assembly, including crystals that
count perfectly with 5 bits from 0 to 31. We show some preliminary experimental results on the construction
of our capping system to stop growth after counters overflow, and offer some speculation on potential future
directions of the field.
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1Thesis Outline
Algorithmic tile assembly systems are fascinating. In theory, from very simple sets of tiles, they can grow into
beautiful, complex structures as a consequence of fundamental interactions. The work behind this thesis is
motivated by relatively simple questions: with DNA tiles, can we actually build such structures? And in doing
so, what complexities lie between theoretical abstractions and physical realities?
In the last chapter of this thesis, Chapter 5, some of our earliest experimental results are included: one
particularly beautiful binary counter crystal we found in a sample in 2010. Our journey to both reproduce
those results reliably, and better understand the physical principles of tile assembly, led us on a meandering
path in various directions before finally returning us to our original goals. Rather than follow our meanderings,
this thesis instead explains our research as a path from the abstract and general to the specific and concrete,
building up a foundation for the construction of the experimental systems it eventually presents.
In Chapter 1, we begin by surveying the physical principles of DNA self-assembly as they are currently
understood in the field. Algorithmic DNA tile systems have been studied for some time, but despite extensive
theoretical research, numerous challenges have arisen in experimental implementations, and these have only
started to be overcome in recent experiments. We explain various simple physical models of tile assembly, and
how they have offered insight into experimental results and motivated improvements in tile system design and
growth. We also look forward into areas with the potential for future research. This chapter is adapted from a
review paper with Erik Winfree currently under revision for publication in Accounts of Chemical Research.
That simple physical models can be intuitively developed to explain a process, however, does not mean that
they are correct, even if they qualitatively match experimental results. In Chapter 2, we quantitatively examine
several assumptions of the widely used kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM) by directly observing tiles with
an atomic force microscope as they attach to and detach from crystals on a mica surface near equilibrium.
With the resulting “movies,” we were able to gather statistics of tile attachment and detachment rates, which
fit the kTAM’s rate assumptions within experimental error; at the same time, our experiments demonstrated
the viability of AFMmovies as a technique for directly examining DNA tile systems during growth. This work
was published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society in 2012. The original experimental design
and experiments were envisioned and run by Rizal Hariadi and Erik Winfree. I ran further experiments, and
developed the image interpretation process and Bayesian methods used to analyze the data.
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Now more confident in our models, and with a better understanding of design and experimental methods,
we can start considering details that haven’t been analyzed yet. One of these areas is in the energetics of
tile detachment. For simplicity, the kTAM assumes all bonds have equal strength. In reality, however, DNA
hybridization is highly sequence dependent. In Chapter 3, we present our theoretical and simulation-based
research into how variations in sequence energetics affect error rates in tile assembly. We show that both
uniformity of sticky end energies and cross-talk between different sticky ends are important considerations in
tile assembly, and then develop algorithms and a software package to design sticky end sequences. We also
examine how concentration variations might allow compensation for lack of sequence uniformity, and how
systems can be analyzed to determine sensitivity of different sticky end pairs to cross-talk. This work was
published in the proceedings of the 19th DNA Computing and Molecular Programming conference in 2013.
Arising initially out of simple thoughts about more accurately simulating tile systems and designing new sticky
ends for the binary counter, it unexpectedly became an increasingly complex topic that was studied in numerous
conversations between me and Erik Winfree. I developed much of the theoretical basis of the results presented
in the chapter, ran simulations, and constructed the algorithms and software.
At last, we can return to the binary counter system. In Chapter 4, we examine the binary counter as an example
of a specific tile system design. With theoretical models, simulations, and qualitative experimental observations,
we consider numerous aspects of tile system design through this single example, particularly with regards to
the effects of tile concentrations and facet nucleation. We also consider the surprisingly challenging design of
tile systems that reliably build finite assemblies in the kTAM, develop a “capping” mechanism to do so with the
binary counter, and take a brief sojourn into the “clever” design of a system that functions only in the kTAM.
In Chapter 5, we conclude with experimental results in algorithmic self-assembly. We present the original
crystal that beguiled us with its accuracy (and uniqueness), along with numerous other crystals that have
now been grown with similar error rates. We also examine preliminary results with a capping mechanism
to produce finite ribbons of programmable length with the binary counter system. The counting crystals in
this chapter represent a significant improvement over earlier works on algorithmic self-assembly, primarily
achieved through improvements in how tile systems are grown and the better understanding of the binary
counter system detailed in Chapter 4. The binary counter system in the chapter was derived from the work of
Rebecca Schulman on zig-zag copying ribbons, who also developed many of the experimental techniques we
would later use [64]. I ran experiments and simulations, developed the theoretical considerations in Chapter 4,
modified the improved zig-zag copy ribbon design of Schulman et al to incorporate counting, and designed the
capping system.
3Chapter 1
Physical Principles for DNATile Self-Assembly
DNA tiles provide a promising technique for assembling structures with nanoscale resolution through
self-assembly by basic interactions rather than top-down assembly of individual structures. These tile
systems can be programmed to grow based on logical rules, allowing for a small number of tile types
to assemble large, complex assemblies that can retain nanoscale resolution. Such algorithmic systems
can even assemble different assemblies using the same tiles, based on inputs to the assembly process.
This chapter considers challenges that have arisen in the experimental implementation of tile assembly
using DNA tiles, and how those challenges are being overcome in more recent experiments, some of
which have involved dozens of tile types assembling into complex crystals of several thousand tiles. We
explain examples of simple physical models of DNA tile assembly phenomena that have offered insight
into experimental results and motivated improvements in tile system design and growth, and identify
numerous areas with the potential for future research that could assist with experimental progress.
1.1 Introduction
Molecules that self-assemble into macromolecular structures are found throughout nature. These structures
can range from simple homogeneous crystals to complex biological structures such as cytoskeletal microtubules
of tubulin, virus capsids, and actin filaments [37, 75, 40]. The simplicity and power of such self-assembly is
striking: unlike many synthetic structures that are built individually by some outside process, self-assembling
structures are able to form from their basic components as a consequence of physical principles, often allowing
a multitude of structures to form simultaneously.
The degree of complexity possible in self-assembled structures is a theoretically compelling question. From a
mathematical perspective, the study of tiling theory already made seminal contributions to the understanding of
periodic crystalline structures, such as the classification of all two-dimensional and three-dimensional symmetry
groups [25]. Tiling theory also uncovered more complex, and often beautiful, possibilities, such as the existence
of aperiodic tilings related to quasicrystals [31, 65]. Perhaps more surprising, a direct correspondence between
Manuscript submitted and under revision for publication as Constantine G Evans and Erik Winfree, “Physical Principles for DNA
Tile Self-Assembly.”
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tilings and Turing machines [76, 5] showed that the geometry of fitting tiles together can induce patterns
of remarkable “algorithmic” complexity. There are even finite sets of tiles that can tile the infinite plane (in
the sense that mathematical proof shows that a perfect tiling exists) but for which the resulting pattern is
non-algorithmic (in the sense that no Turing machine or other computer can calculate how to correctly place
the tiles) [27, 44]. This “unreasonable effectiveness” of tiling theory suggests that considerations of perfect
tilings (equivalently, thermodynamic ground states) do not adequately describe what structures can and will
actually form in a physical system. Consequently, complexity questions about self-assembly involve not just
thermodynamic principles, but also must carefully treat the kinetics. A theory of tile self-assembly, which treats
not the existence of tilings but rather their growth from a seed according to generalized crystal growth principles,
has been developed and studied extensively [14, 53]; while the “unreasonable effectiveness” of existential tiling
theory is eliminated, the connection to Turing machine computation and algorithmic patterns remains intact,
and the theory predicts that remarkably complex structures can be self-assembled even from relatively small
sets of tiles.
In theories of generalized crystal growth, we can identify (at least) three different classes of self-assembly.
Periodic self-assembly includes classical crystal growth in which the same element or set of elements are
arranged periodically to create an object of unbounded size, as well as analogous examples from biology such
as microtubules that self-assemble from α− and β−tubulin. Thus, each monomer type appears within the
final structure an unbounded number of times. Uniquely-addressed self-assembly is in some sense the opposite
extreme, wherein each monomer type appears exactly once and has binding interactions that dictate a specific
neighbor. An example from biology would be the eukaryotic ribosome, which self-assembles from nearly a
hundred distinct RNA and protein components. Somewhere in between would be algorithmic self-assembly,
which actually encompasses the prior two classes as “trivial” cases, but which also includes situations where the
some or all monomer types appear multiple times in the final structure. Depending on the tile set, algorithmic
self-assembly may produce finite structures (which, unlike uniquely-addressed self-assembly, may be much
larger than the total number of monomer species) or may produce structures of unbounded size (which, unlike
periodic self-assembly, may create patterns of arrangement with no periodicity). The self-assembly of complex
virus capsids (such as T4 with its icosohedral head, whiskers, tail, baseplate, and tail fibers) could be considered
biological examples of algorithmic self-assembly, in the sense that each distinct protein monomer species
appears multiple times in the final structure and some kind of “logic” during self-assembly is required to
determine whether a given monomer will bind to one potential neighbor species or another. The quintessential
form of logic used in tile-based algorithmic self-assembly is cooperative attachment, where a certain tile type
binds to a growing assembly only in locations where it can make a particular pair of binding interactions. This
is sufficient for growth processes that embody Turing machine computations and other complex algorithmic
growth behaviors.
Algorithmic self-assembly can be implemented physically using DNA tiles, which have been used to create
numerous structures of increasing complexity [39]. DNA tiles, which can have a variety of structures, attach to
each other by short, single-stranded “sticky end” regions of typically 5 to 10 nucleotides. The complementary
binding of DNA allows binding rules to be programmed by setting the sticky end sequences of each tile type,
allowing for flexible, programmable self-assembly that can demonstrate many of the theoretically interesting
behaviors. The systems can be made to have considerable complexity: even short sticky ends of 5 nt (like
those found on double-crossover (DX) tiles [19, 81]) can allow 30 to 60 unique sticky end sequences, and
longer sticky ends (like those found on single-stranded tiles (SSTs) [82]) can allow for considerably more,
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Figure 1.1: Examples of DNA tile self-assembly. (a) shows an abstract representation of a tile and the structure
of one double-crossover (DX) tile [63], along with lattices representations [16]. (b) shows a schematic and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a zig-zag binary counting system (Chapter 5). (c) shows other
examples of assembly: from top to bottom, a periodic crystal [16], 150nm images of crystals formed from
uniquely-addressed tiles [77], and an algorithmic Sierpinski pattern initiated by a single error in a sea of
zeros [22].
according to plausible sequence design criteria [17]. DNA tiles have been used in a wide range of large periodic
structures [39] and structures with uniquely-addressed tiles that have ranged up to a thousand unique tiles in
three dimensions [33, 77].
Experimental implementation of algorithmic self-assembly, however, has posed several challenges. Of primary
importance, growth errors can occur when tiles attach in locations where they have imperfect matches, and
spurious nucleation can occur, resulting in undesired structures [79, 61, 57, 3, 22]. Nonetheless, considerable
progress has been made in overcoming these challenges, and significantly more complex structures have been
successfully built [22, 4]. This progress has largely stemmed not from improvements in experimental technique,
but from a better understanding of the physics behind DNA tile assembly, and simple models of growth that
have motivated fundamental changes to tile system design and protocols.
In this review, we consider several examples of major improvements in experimental algorithmic self-assembly,
and show how these were derived from an understanding of the physical principles behind the self-assembly
process.
1.2 Basic Models
Two complementary models of tile assembly are widely studied, both from Winfree [79]. The abstract Tile
Assembly Model (aTAM) derives from the basic concept of tile attachment via matching bonds; it provides
insight into the potential computational power of algorithmic assembly, and allows for intuitive design and
understanding of systems. The kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM) is instead based on the kinetics and
thermodynamics of tiles in solution binding by reversible bonds; this model serves as the basis for most of what
we discuss in this review.
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
Figure 1.2: A τ = 2 XOR/Sierpinski pattern tile system in the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM). (a) shows
the 7 tiles in the set: a yellow seed tile with double-strength ends (denoted by two lines), two boundary tiles,
and four rule tiles. (b) shows a possible series of attachments, with gray tiles indicating potential attachment
sites. (c) shows the possible tiles that can attach to a small assembly, while (d) shows a larger assembly.
In the aTAM, tile systems consist of tiles with four sticky ends of integer strengths: usually 1 (“single-strength”
or “weak”) or 2 (“double-strength” or “strong”). Growth begins from a designated seed tile; tiles then attach
asynchronously, one at a time from all possible attachments, if their sticky ends match ends on adjacent tiles in
the assembly with strengths that sum to at least the system “temperature” or “threshold” τ . Once attached, tiles
never detach. Figure 1.2 illustrates this process for a τ = 2 XOR system that grows a Sierpinski triangle pattern:
from an initial seed tile, tiles attaching by double-strength bonds create a V-shaped edge. The center is filled in
by tiles attaching by two single-strength bonds: one from the tile left of the site site, and one from the tile below.
This cooperative attachment of tiles by two weak bonds to two different tiles, where each bond is individually
too weak to allow attachment, makes growth at τ = 2 particularly interesting. τ = 2 tile systems in the aTAM
are capable of Turing-universal computation [79, 1]. Squares [58, 2] and arbitrary shapes [68] can be efficiently
assembled by relatively few tile types, and numerous other properties have been shown [14, 53]. These results
rely on cooperativity: with τ = 1, at least for certain classes of tile systems, significant computation can’t be
performed or is much more difficult [15].
The aTAM is useful for considering the theoretical potential of tile assembly, but is not clearly relevant
to physical implementations. The kTAM derives from a different approach, starting from basic physical
considerations. DNA tiles, in general, are monomers with ends that form reversible bonds to matching ends on
other tiles. As tile systems involve large numbers of tiles in solution, tile assembly can therefore be considered
from the perspective of chemical kinetics and thermodynamics for tile attachment and detachment.
Here we focus on the growth of a single crystal, although we will discuss a mass-action version of the kTAM
later. To simplify the analysis, the kTAM has a few fundamental assumptions:
1. Free tiles are assumed to be in solution, at equal and constant concentrations never depleted by assembly,
and to remain well-mixed, so diffusion can be ignored. Thus growth of single crystals will be independent
of the growth of other crystals in the solution.
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2. We only (for now) consider growth initiating from specific seed tiles, as in the aTAM, and only consider
single free tiles attaching to and detaching from a well-formed crystal.
3. Tiles attach based only on diffusion. Since we are considering the growth of an individual crystal,
attachment of a tile to an individual lattice site will depend only on the concentration of the tile. In a
marked departure from the aTAM, we assume that bonds make no difference here: the attachment rate
will be the same whether the tile attaches by one bond or three, or has a bond that doesn’t match. Tiles
that could not attach in the aTAM have the same chance of attaching as any other tile.
4. Once attached, tile detachment is assumed to depend only on the total change in free energy for all the
correct bonds holding it to the lattice. We’ll assume that the standard free energies of correct bonds can
simply be added, with no cooperative effects, and that mismatched bonds don’t hinder binding.
5. Bonds are assumed to have identical standard free energies, ∆G◦se, or some integer multiple higher
strength bonds. A tile that would attach by a total bond strength of b (e.g. b single-strength bonds) in the
aTAM would result in a standard free energy change of b∆G◦se.
These assumptions result in the following rates for attachment and detachment of a single tile at a single lattice
site:
rf = kf [c] rb = kfe
b∆G◦se/RT+α (1.1)
where kf is a forward rate determined experimentally, [c] is the tile concentration, b is the total strength of the
correct bonds between the tile and adjoining tiles, and α is a constant unitless free energy change from other
factors, such as the loss of rotational entropy during binding.
By defining kˆf ≡ kfeα; a sign-reversed, dimensionless free energyGse ≡ −∆G◦se/RT ; and a dimensionless
free energy analogueGmc, where [c] = e−Gmc+α, corresponding to the free tile concentration, we can construct
the symmetric rate equations
rf = kˆfe
−Gmc rb = kˆfe−bGse (1.2)
that are the core of the kTAM [79].
The kTAM employs assumptions that are not valid in general, but experiments have given some insight into
their validity. Crystal growth near equilibrium has been observed directly on a surface, showing single-tile
attachments and detachments with rates fitting the kTAM within error [16]. Results from ribbon and nanotube
growth largely fit predictions and simulations in the kTAM [43, 63], and many experimental results qualitatively
fit the model [3, 10, 57]. Lattice defects and evidence of assembly interactions have been observed, however,
motivating designs and conditions to avoid them [16, 22], and nucleation and free tile depletion are notable
deviations discussed later in this review. Slightly different tile structures, such as those with hairpin labels, have
also been found to potentially have significantly different energetics, making their use in systems difficult [22,
43].
To more accurately model particular situations, numerous extensions to the kTAM have been studied. These
have included models that account for DNA hybridization energetics and unequal concentrations [17, 20], and
mass-action and fixed-volume stochastic models [61, 72] that allow analysis of nucleation and crystal scission.
Other aggregate interactions, however, and lattice defects remain open areas for future kinetic models.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: The Sierpinski system in the kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM). (a) shows one possible path
of attachments and detachments, disregarding the time between each change. (b) shows attachment and
detachment rates for various tiles and lattice sites.
Simulations of the kTAM often employ the Xgrow or ISU TAS simulators, which support both aTAM and
kTAM simulations, and have some support for kTAM extensions [52, 72, 20].
1.3 Errors and Proofreading
Connections between the aTAM and kTAM
That aTAM tile systems will behave similarly in the kTAM is not immediately apparent. Tiles attach with equal
rates regardless of the number of correct bonds, and always have some chance of detaching. Thus, depending
upon relative attachment and detachment rates, crystals can grow or shrink, unlike in the aTAM.
For a given lattice site, a tile attaching by two bonds will have equal attachment and detachment rates when
Gmc = 2Gse. Thus, if all tiles attach by two bonds, as is usual for a τ = 2 aTAM system, thisGmc corresponds
to a system at equilibrium. To examine growth in the kTAM, we define a , where Gmc = 2Gse − . This
corresponds to the supersaturation of tiles in solution, and the extent to which tile attachment is faster than tile
detachment. If  is negative, crystals will melt if the tiles are attached on average by strength 2 or less.
The kTAM’s connection to the aTAM can be seen intuitively by considering a largeGmc and small positive
, corresponding to low tile concentrations close to equilibrium, with a correspondingly large Gse. In this
situation, tiles attach at an extremely slow rate rf = kˆfe−Gmc . A tile attaching by b bonds will fall off at a
relative rate rb/rf = e(2−b)Gse−. Tiles attaching by zero or one bonds will fall off much faster than the time
scale of tile attachment, and can be ignored, while tiles attached by three or more bonds will be firmly attached
at that time scale. Tiles attached by two bonds will detach at a relative rate r2/rf = e− < 1, resulting in a
random walk that will be slightly biased forward. So long as we consider tile systems that are deterministic
in the aTAM, so that there is always one correct tile that can attach in a location, the random walk will be
equivalent to growth in the aTAM [79].
This equivalence is only in the limit of slow growth, where rf → 0. For faster growth, with smaller values
ofGmc, other behaviors can arise. A tile attaching by one or no correct bonds will still tend to fall off faster
than it attaches, but will be attached for a non-negligible time. If another tile attaches adjacent to it before it
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Figure 1.4: Phase diagram forGmc (“monomer concentration”) andGse (“sticky end strength”) in the kTAM
with a τ = 2 system. For Gmc > 2Gse, detachment rates are higher than attachment rates of tiles attached
total strength 2, and there is no growth. ForGmc < Gse, tiles can attach favorably by one single-strength bond,
and thus growth is unordered. Algorithmic growth by two weak bonds or one strong bond lies in the region
between these two, where attachment by total strength 2 is favorable but attachments by a single weak bond are
unfavorable. Error rates and  are explained in the text.
detaches, as in Figure 1.5, then the erroneous tile could end up attached by two or more bonds, and growth
could continue with the error still in place. While less likely than correct tile attachment, this process causes
growth errors that could not have taken place in the aTAM. As correct algorithmic self-assembly depends on
prior growth, a single error can cause growth to drastically change: in the Sierpinski system, for example, a
single error in a sea of zeros can initiate an entire Sierpinski pattern, as seen in Figure 1.1(c). Figure 1.4 shows a
phase diagram for growth with different values ofGse andGmc.
Growth errors present a significant obstacle for algorithmic growth at practical speeds, and were found in
simulations and experimental results [57]. Fortunately, growth errors in the kTAM can be simply modeled, and
through clever tile system design, error rates can be drastically reduced.
We can construct the kinetic trapping model by formalizing our intuitive reasoning [79]. Consider a single,
empty lattice site where a unique “correct” tile can attach by two bonds andm “almost-correct” tiles can attach
by only one bond (tiles attaching by no correct bonds will detach very quickly and can be ignored to first order).
The attachment rate for each tile type will be the same, rf = kˆfe−Gmc , but tiles will detach at different rates. If
we consider the possible states that the lattice site can be in—empty (E), or filled with a correct tile (C) or an
almost-correct (A) tile, we obtain the transition rates shown in Figure 1.5.
In a filled state, there is a possibility that a further tile can attach in an adjacent site by two bonds, and growth
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Figure 1.5: Transition rates in the kinetic trapping model, as described in the text.
will continue from this point, “trapping” the initial attachment in place regardless of correctness. Thismay not be
possible—there may be no tile type that can attach by the combination of bonds present—but in the worst case,
such an attachment will be possible in two neighboring sites regardless of whether the correct or almost-correct
tile attached originally. The rate at which growth will continue in this fashion can be approximated as the growth
rate for two-bond attachments r∗ = rf − r2. This results in transition rates, with the addition of “trapped”
states for a correct tile (TC) or almost-correct tile (TA), of
P˙ (t) =

E C A TC TA
E −2rf r2 r1 0 0
C rf −r2 − r∗ 0 0 0
A mrf 0 −r1 − r∗ 0 0
TC 0 r∗ 0 0 0
TA 0 0 r∗ 0 0
P (t) . (1.3)
where P (t) is a probability vector of the site being in a state at time t. The per-site error rate for growth can be
approximated by considering these transitions as a matrix flow problem, and comparing the probability that a
correct tile becomes trapped (TC) versus an erroneous tile (TA). If we consider growth near equilibrium, where
Gmc = 2Gse −  and  small, this results in a per-tile error rate
Perror ≈ me−Gse+ . (1.4)
As expected, in the limit of largeGmc, and thus largeGse, this error rate goes to 0: by slowing down growth
and lowering concentrations, growth errors can be reduced arbitrarily. Our growth rate is r∗ ∝ e−2Gse(e− 1),
so for small , r∗ ∝ P 2error. Thus, close to equilibrium, growth rate and error rate are fundamentally linked:
a 10-fold improvement in error would require a 100-fold slowdown of growth. To build an N × N crystal
with high probability would requireN2 tiles with an error rate of∼ N−2, necessitating a growth rate∼ N−4.
Assuming allN layers grew in parallel, the time to assemble the crystal would scale asN5 [7, 67]! In order to
build error-free, complex structures using algorithmic self-assembly at high yields, extremely long assembly
times would be required; to allow for viable, complex algorithmic self-assembly, some other way to reduce error
rates is necessary.
Proofreading
The design of fault-tolerant systems is a widely studied problem. Tile systems could be designed where errors
could be accommodated as faults in assembly that would not affect the logic of growth; similar designs have been
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Figure 1.6: The uniform proofreading construction of Winfree and Bekbolatov [80]. (a) shows the transforma-
tion of a single tile into a 2×2 block of tiles, with unique internal bonds that for simplicity are not distinguished
here; bonds along each edge are also not distinguished. (b) shows the attachment of a correct vs. incorrect tile
in a block; for the incorrect block to form, two erroneous attachments must take place.
studied for cellular automata [23]. Alternatively, the structure of individual tiles could be changed to depart
from the “passive” behavior of tiles in the kTAM, incorporating “active” features through strand displacement,
locking and unlocking of ends, or passing signals upon attachment, perhaps akin to a hybridization chain
reaction system [41, 13]. The behaviors and potential of several abstract designs have been studied [49, 32, 21,
42], but research into structures that can implement them remains in its early stages, with one-dimensional
signaling tiles using strand displacement only recently being experimentally implemented [48].
By carefully considering the kinetic trapping model, however, another solution can be found that is specific to
the kTAM and surprising in its simplicity. Errors arise in the kinetic trapping model when erroneously attached
tiles are trapped in place by continued growth. This may not always be possible: it requires the presence of a tile
type that can attach by two bonds in one of the sites adjacent to the erroneous tile. If no tile can, continued
growth would require a further erroneous attachment to take place, while the initial erroneous tile would have
more time to detach.
The uniform proofreading construction of Winfree and Bekbolatov [80] therefore replaces each tile in a tile
system with aK ×K block of unique tiles that attach to the lattice individually. The ends on each external
edge of the block correspond to the ends on the original tile and their locations, while the internal sticky ends
are all unique to that block, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.
While a single tile in a block may attach by one correct and one incorrect bond, the unique internal bonds,
combined with the additional bonds on the side of the block, necessitate further incorrect attachments to fill
the block. Although tiles attach one by one, theK ×K area will typically fill up with a mutually consistent
block: either a correct block with 0 mismatches, or an “almost-correct” block with K mismatches along one
side. Near thermodynamic equilibrium, as → 0, the K tiles on one side of theK2 block will all be incorrect
with a probability∼ e−KGse , resulting in an error rate, form almost-correct blocks, of
Perror ≈ me−KGse . (1.5)
Proofreading thus significantly reduces growth errors as modeled by the kinetic trapping model, and in
simulations of a Sierpinski system, Winfree and Bekbolatov found that 2× 2 proofreading reduced errors as
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Figure 1.7: Facet nucleation and the snaked proofreading construction of Chen and Goel [7]. (a) shows a facet,
along with one possible facet nucleation that can then allow for further growth. (b) shows the construction of a
snaked proofreading block (null-strength bonds are denoted by the absence of a colored triangle), while (c)
shows the attachment of a correctly-placed tile (left) vs. a tile that attaches along a facet.
predicted [80]. This exponential improvement of error rate is gained, however, at the cost of a K-fold increase
in size of the assembled object and thus a K-fold increase in the time required for self-assembly (assuming the
same tile concentrations with and without proofreading). Furthermore, with 3× 3 and 4× 4 proofreading,
simulations do not show as much improvement as theory would suggest.
These results for larger proofreading blocks are caused by an additional form of error that can arise. In a
lattice site where there is only one adjacent tile with a strength-one bond, for example, along the facet seen in
Figure 1.7, no tile can attach in the aTAM. A tile attaching here by one bond could allow further attachments
along this new, extended facet that would be out of the normal growth order of the system, thus allowing errors
described as facet nucleation errors [7].
As there are no correct tiles that can attach in sites allowing facet nucleation, the error rate will depend on how
common those sites are, and how long they remain available. Whenever a site is available, the facet nucleation
rate over time will be the rate for a tile to attach times the probability that an additional attachment occurs to
lock the first tile in place before it detaches. As facet nucleation, for τ = 2, will occur only by a single weak
bond, the resulting rate is rfacet ∝ e−3Gse . In the worst case, where every potential growth site could allow
facet nucleation, the probability of a facet nucleation error at a site would become Perror = rfacet/r∗ ∼ e−Gse .
This worst-case error probability is the same as the growth error probability without proofreading, limiting the
effectiveness of only preventing growth errors.
To address both error types, Chen and Goel designed a “snaked” proofreading construction with differing
internal bond strengths inside proofreading blocks, forcing the block to be assembled in a certain order [7]; in
contrast, the “uniform” proofreading of Winfree and Bekbolatov uses all strength-one bonds. Double-strength
and null-strength bonds are arranged such that all the tiles on one edge of the block area cannot attach after a
single tile attaches by only one weak bond without a further attachment on another edge of the system, reducing
facet nucleation error rates by a factor of e−Gse with 2× 2 blocks in one “hard” orientation, while reducing it
further, in both orientations, for larger blocks [7, 10]. In demonstrating this, Chen and Goel also provide a
proof of snaked proofreading’s error rate reduction at arbitrary scale. In later research, Soloveichik andWinfree
provide an alternative proof [66].
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While the frequency of potential facet nucleation sites will be tile system dependent, for simulations of a
Sierpinski system, Chen and Goel found 4× 4 snaked proofreading was able to perform significantly better
than 4 × 4 uniform proofreading to the extent that no errors occurred with snaked proofreading, whereas
uniform proofreading resulted in a 25% probability of an imperfect assembly [7].
The basic mechanism of snaked proofreading has been tested experimentally, showing a reduction in facet
nucleation rates along a long seed structure [10], but has not yet been used in other tile systems. Some
experiments have implemented partial 2× 2 uniform proofreading, resulting in 10 to 50-fold reductions in
error rates for bit-copying and binary counting systems [3, 4], and more recent works, including those presented
in Chapter 5, have reduced error rates even further [64].
However, neither uniform nor snaked proofreading have been fully implemented in a tile system, nor have
the larger proofreading blocks that may be possible with SST tiles been tried. Other proofreading methods
are also an area with the potential for further research. Compact proofreading methods exist that avoid the
scaling up of patterns at the cost of more tile types, but these have not been experimentally tested [56, 67], while
proofreading in three dimensions may have the potential to be simpler and more effective [8].
1.4 Nucleation
We have so far only considered individual crystals, nucleated from a chosen seed tile. Growth in solution,
however, takes place via the interaction of many tiles and assemblies at once. Any free tile may attach to an
assembly, or may attach to another free tile and form a new assembly. Assemblies may grow, or may melt away
into only free tiles. Unlike the aTAM, where growth proceeds only by τ bonds, tile interactions that are initially
unfavorable may form an undesired seed crystal that can allow further growth. “Spurious” nucleation of this
form poses a problem for controlling how crystals are nucleated. For algorithmic assembly, where growth
may depend heavily on the seed, spurious nucleation is particularly problematic. Rothemund et al [57], for
example, saw unseeded assemblies with little resemblance to Sierpinski patterns, and Fujibayashi et al [22]
found numerous thin ribbon structures.
To examine nucleation of DNA tile assemblies, we can use the rates of the kTAM as the basis for a mass-action
growth model considered earlier by Schulman andWinfree [62, 61]. Doing so will provide a basis for analyzing
spurious nucleation rates in different tile systems, and motivate system designs that allow for strong nucleation
control.
For simplicity, we preserve the kTAM assumption that growth takes place via single-tile attachments and
detachments, ignoring attachment between and breakage of multi-tile assemblies. While the latter type of
interactions have been seen experimentally [22], they are unlikely in conditionswhere free tiles are at significantly
higher concentrations than assemblies, and assemblies do not have large numbers of ends available for binding
away from a growth front. Single-tile attachments and detachments can be seen as a series of chemical reactions,
where an assemblyA (whichmight be a single tile) and tile t reversibly react to form an assemblyAt: A+t ⇀↽ At.
In a mass-action model, this results in equilibrium concentrations [At] = [A][t](kf/kr), where kf and kr are
the forward and reverse rates for the reaction. kf will be the same as the forward rate constant in the kTAM,
while we will use the detachment rate of the kTAM for kr . This results in
[At] = [A][t]e−b∆G
◦
se/RT−α (1.6)
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If we assume all tiles are at equal concentrations, and consider the concentrations of smaller assemblies
recursively, it is easily seen that the equilibrium concentration of an assembly A is
[A] = [t]Ne−B∆G
◦
se/RT−Nα = eBGse−NGmc ≡ e−G(A) (1.7)
whereN is the total number of tiles in A,B is the total strength of all the bonds between tiles in A, andG(A)
is the total (unitless) free energy of A (with negative values being more favorable).
For simplicity, we have assumed that tile concentrations are equal and remain constant, though Equation 1.6
does not rely on this, and Equation 1.7 is easily modified for closed systems. For this form of open system,
where tiles are “added” to replace depleted tiles, the free energy, and thus concentration, of increasingly larger
assemblies is unbounded, but useful results can be obtained for finite assemblies. In practice, when starting
near equilibrium with sufficiently low seed concentrations and high tile concentrations, tile concentrations can
be made to remain mostly constant, as discussed later in this review.
As an interesting aside, growth error rates can be approximated by this model. If a correct assembly has an
equilibrium concentration [A], an assembly [A′] that is the same except for a single erroneous rather than
correct tile in a location will have, at minimum, one mismatched single-strength bond in place of a correct
single-strength bond. This difference in the total bond strengthB will result in an equilibrium concentration
[A′] = [A]e−Gse , in line with the kinetic trapping model probability of an error occurring at  = 0. Similarly,
ifK growth errors are required, the incorrect assembly will have a total bond strength that is at leastK less
than the correct assembly, and an equilibrium concentration of [A′] = [A]e−KGse . These error rates do not
depend upon , but must be small for the system to approach equilibrium at all.
Unseeded nucleation of crystals can be modeled by critical nuclei, crystals where melting and growth are
equally favorable: smaller assemblies would tend to melt, while further favorable attachments would result in a
crystal that would tend to grow. These critical nuclei thus act as spurious seeds for further growth. Since it can be
shown, in themass-action kTAM, that assembly concentrations are bounded by equilibrium concentrations [61],
spurious nucleation rates are limited by the equilibrium concentrations of critical nuclei.
A simple example is a homogeneous tile system with a single tile type. The most favorable assemblies, with the
highest number of bonds per tile, are squares, which will have differing number of tiles and bonds depending
upon size, as shown in Figure 1.8. For  ≤ 0, growing larger squares will always be unfavorable; G(A) will
always increase. For small  > 0, small squares will be unfavorable, but at a certain point, growing larger will
become favorable. Squares of this size are critical nuclei for the growth of larger squares, and their concentrations
limit spurious nucleation. As  becomes smaller, the critical nuclei of the system become larger, and have higher
G(A) and lower concentration, resulting in less spurious nucleation at the cost of slower growth. So long as  is
small enough, little nucleation should take place without some desired seed structure to initiate it.
For the Sierpinski system in Figure 1.2, however, even just the edge tiles with double bonds form critical
nuclei for long 1D polymers, for any positive , since adding one tile by a double bond will always be favorable.
With such small, favorable critical nuclei at free tile concentrations, the system would exhibit severe spurious
nucleation if implemented without modification.
One system that allows the formation of ribbons with low spurious nucleation is the zig-zag ribbon system,
illustrated in Figure 1.9 [61]. Ribbons grow in a zig-zag fashion, with alternating rows of tiles unique to each
column growing in different directions and tiles with double bonds (or permanent “double tiles”) reversing
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Figure 1.8: Critical nuclei for uniform squares: for smaller , squares of increasing size must form before the
number of bonds vs number of tiles added makes further growth favorable, for  = 0, growth is never favorable.
The highestG(A), lowest concentration squares here are critical nuclei that bound nucleation of larger crystals.
growth and nucleating the next row. Without a seed to initiate growth, continued favorable attachments by two
bonds can only take place once an entire row has been formed by mostly unfavorable attachments; for small
, this means that the formation of a critical nucleus will require k − 1 unfavorable attachments for a ribbon
of width k [61]. Thus, by designing zig-zag systems of increasing width, spurious nucleation can be reduced
arbitrarily.
Experimentally, seeding growth can be done relatively simply by using a structure of uniquely-addressed tiles
to reliably form a large seed structure. Often, however, substitute structures built using other methods, such
as DNA origami or assembly PCR, are used along with adapters that allow DNA tiles to attach; this method
has been used for one-dimensional seeds [57, 3], as well as rectangular and cylindrical seeds for ribbons and
nanotubes [4, 43].
Spurious nucleation of zig-zag ribbons has been measured experimentally, despite difficulties measuring very
low nucleation rates, with results indicating a noticeable but less-than-predicted dependence on width [63].
Nucleation by origami seeds at width 4, however, was found to be significantly faster than unseeded growth.
Seeded nanotubes with a barrier to unseeded nucleation have recently been examined as well, with low spurious
nucleation, though energetic penalties of binding to origami were noticed [43]. These forms of nucleation
control have been incorporated into some experiments [4, 64] that have qualitatively shown far fewer spuriously
nucleated assemblies than those seen in experiments with seeded growth but a smaller barrier to unseeded
nucleation [22].
1.5 Tile Concentrations
In the aTAM, tile concentrations are not usually considered; apart from assembly speed, they would affect
final structures only in nondeterministic systems. In the kTAM, tile concentrations are usually assumed to be
equal and constant, withGmc as a global, constant parameter. To have growth near equilibrium,Gmc needs to
remain slightly smaller than 2Gse, where error rates and spurious nucleation will be minimized.
Experimentally, tile concentrations are neither equal nor constant. Pipetting variation and strand synthesis can
cause unintended variations in initial tile concentrations. More importantly, as crystals grow, the concentrations
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Figure 1.9: The zig-zag tile system [61]. (a) shows a width 4 tile set, which can be expanded to arbitrary width
by adding tiles in the center; all top and bottom bonds are unique. Seeded growth (b) constructs a ribbon with
rows that grow in alternate directions and double tiles that nucleate each subsequent row. Unseeded growth (b)
has several pathways (examples are shown along with the change inG(A) for the steps) but for small enough
 requires that a full row form via unfavorable (red) steps before growth can continue with favorable (green)
steps.
of free tiles in solution will be depleted, increasing Gmc and moving the system closer to the equilibrium
Gmc = 2Gse where no forward growth occurs. In a system near equilibrium to begin with, small increases
inGmc will be enough to make growth unfavorable, and growth will never proceed very far: most tiles will
remain unbound.
A simple solution to this problem is to anneal the system, gradually decreasing temperature over some period
of time. While free tiles are bound, andGmc decreases, the decrease in temperature will gradually raiseGse,
and ensure that the system eventually moves back to a slightly supersaturated state favorable for growth [81].
So long as this temperature decrease is slow enough, the system will remain near equilibrium, allowing for
optimal growth.
This technique has been used in numerous experiments, and is the standard method for both non-algorithmic
and algorithmic DNA tile systems [77, 4, 20, 57]. Annealing to a sufficiently low temperature (most often
room temperature) usually uses all free tiles present, potentially allowing for high yields compared to initial tile
concentrations. As the system is slowly cooled, precise knowledge of equilibrium growth conditions, especially
the temperature and concentration combinations required for near-equilibrium growth, is not required.
There are problems, however, with annealing. This is particularly the case for algorithmic systems; while a
periodic structure, for example, will usually consist of set ratios of different tile types, algorithmic structures
may use tile types at vastly differing rates, possibly at different times, and use may vary depending upon the
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computation or initial seed. Even if initially equal, different tile types will have their concentrations decrease at
different rates. Thus attachment of some tiles may become unfavorable while attachment of others remains
favorable, a situation that can result in erroneous and unpredictable growth.
As annealing can only act as a global control of growth rates, affecting all tile types equally, it is ineffective
in handling tiles with diverging concentrations. One theoretical alternative is to use tile concentrations that
are set depending upon the tile system and initial seed to result in optimal growth as tiles are depleted, but
doing so in a general, experimentally-robust way remains elusive. Even without depletion, optimal choices
of concentrations remains an open problem: there has been some theoretical work [9, 17] and concentration
choices based on simulations (Chapter 4), but concentrations used in experiments, which have often not been
equal [4], have not had any strong theoretical basis. Alternatively, if algorithmic tile systems could be designed
such that all tiles in the system are consumed equally as structures grow, tile concentrations could be made to
decrease at equal rates. Whether this is possible is an open and intriguing question.
Another solution, however, is simply to avoid depleting tiles significantly altogether, thus keeping the system
in a nearly-constant-concentration regime approximating the standard kTAM [64]. With strong control of
nucleation, non-seed tiles can be added at much higher concentrations than required for the desired structures,
while seeds can be added at very low concentrations. Thus, the concentration of free tiles will be significantly
depleted, andGmc will remain effectively homogeneous and constant. This is particularly achievable if systems
have terminal assemblies, and won’t continue consuming tiles indefinitely. Using this technique, structures
can also be grown at constant temperature: asGmc will not change significantly, there is no need to change
Gse. Essentially, by ensuring that only very few structures are nucleated compared to the number of free tiles,
growth can be made to behave in a manner largely similar to the kTAM. Experiments using this method have
achieved considerably better results that earlier work using ordinary annealing. For example, error rates for
bit-copying ribbons were reduced from 0.26% [4] to 0.034% [64] per 2× 2 block, and similar improvements
for a binary counting ribbon are presented in Chapter 5.
Structures grown at constant temperature do have the disadvantage that they must remain near their growth
temperature to remain near equilibrium, especially since free tiles will remain in solution. However, many
techniques and applications, especially for crystal imaging, require crystals that are stable without precise
temperature control at room temperatures, significantly below typical growth temperatures. As cooling crystals
would result in significant undesired growth from remaining free tiles, constant-temperature growth can be
combined with “guard strands,” strands that are complementary to specific tiles or portions of tiles and sticky
ends [64]. When added to a system (after growth has completed) in significant excess of tile concentrations,
guard strands prevent further growth by binding much more favorably than normal tile attachment, and thus
deactivating free tiles. Temperatures can then be arbitrarily lowered without changing the structures that have
already grown; deactivated free tiles can either be removed through purification, or be ignored, if imaging in
conditions where only larger structures can bind to a surface.
The excess free tiles, however, mean that while the yield of correct structures compared to all grown struc-
tures may be high, the yield of structures compared to the concentrations of tiles used is very low. That tile
concentrations are not significantly depleted, an advantage for error rates, also means that most tiles are wasted
by remaining unused in solution. Techniques or system designs that would allow most tiles in solution to be
incorporated into high-accuracy structures remain an open challenge.
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1.6 Conclusions
Through the development of these models and techniques, complex algorithmic self-assembly with DNA tiles
has gradually moved toward experimental practicality. Error rates have fallen significantly with the use of
proofreading tile systems and constant-temperature growth, while seeded systems with barriers to nucleation
have allowed for strong control of spurious nucleation rates. Experimental work is now close to a point where
some of algorithmic assembly’s theoretical potential can be realized, with the construction of large tile systems
that are able to perform comparatively complex computations in their growth.
From an experimental standpoint, systems of 1000 unique SST tiles have been successfully used to build
uniquely-addressed structures [33]. Meanwhile, systems of around 22 DX tiles and 35 unique ends, have been
used to construct algorithmic structures of thousands of tiles with decreasing error rates, as shown in Chapter
5. Whether the formidable sequence space of SST tiles can be used for complex algorithmic assembly or DX tile
systems can be scaled to allow for more complex computation remains to be seen. The ability of tile systems
to algorithmically construct finite terminal assemblies that stop growing and remain stable also presents a
challenge that is currently being researched, and is discussed in Chapter 4.
At a larger scale, almost all of the advances in physical understanding of tile assembly have been made through
models that consider aspects in isolation. Experimental constructions have made use of proofreading, zig-zag
ribbons for nucleation control, and constant-temperature growth with varying tile concentrations all at once [4,
64]. The implications of doing so, and the interactions between the methods, are unclear: in the zig-zag tile
systems of Barish et al and later work, for example, several proofreading blocks assemble partially in one
direction and are then completed in the other direction of ribbon growth, rather than assembling individually
as considered in theoretical work on proofreading. Theoretical work that unifies the numerous physical aspects
of tile assembly could not only provide insight into the interactions between methods, but also potentially
motivate novel techniques that could solve several problems at once.
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Chapter 2
Direct AFMObservation of DNATile Self-Assembly
While the theoretical implications of models of DNA tile self-assembly have been extensively researched,
and such models have been used to design DNA tile systems for use in experiments, there has been
little research testing the fundamental assumptions of those models. In this chapter, we use direct
observation of individual tile attachments and detachments of two DNA tile systems on a mica
surface imaged with an atomic force microscope (AFM) to compile statistics of tile attachments and
detachments. We show that these statistics fit the widely-used kinetic Tile Assembly Model, and
demonstrate AFM movies as a viable technique for directly investigating DNA tile systems during
growth rather than after assembly.
2.1 Introduction
Macromolecular self-assembly is common in nature as a mechanism for the construction of complex structures:
the construction of microtubules from tubulin in the cytoskeleton is one notable example. Analogous self-
assembling systems have been designed using a variety of often biology-derived “building blocks” to construct
large, complex structures with nano-scale resolution suitable for a diverse range of applications [74, 45, 47].
Crystals formed from DNA tiles are particularly interesting in their ability to self-assemble based on designed,
single-stranded DNA “sticky ends” that attach to complementary ends on other tiles [81]. This allows crystals
to be designed that have complex, programmable structure despite consisting of only a relatively small number
of different tile types [3, 4, 22, 11].
In this regard, the tiles are similar to Wang tiles [76], which were used as a basis for the abstract Tile Assembly
Model (aTAM) of DNA tile assembly [79]. In this model, tiles fill empty lattice spaces if they can attach by at
least a certain number of correct bonds, usually two. While the model ignores the kinetics of tile attachment
and ignores detachment entirely, it does serve as a useful basis for designing the logic behind both simple and
complex tile sets. In an attempt to make a model useful for understanding experimental results, the kinetic Tile
Reproduced with permission from Constantine G Evans, Rizal F Hariadi, and Erik Winfree. “Direct atomic force microscopy
observation of DNA tile crystal growth at the single-molecule level.” In: J. Am. Chem. Soc. 134 (2012), pp. 10485–10492. doi:
10.1021/ja301026z. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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Assembly Model (kTAM) was devised [79, 57]. In this model, free tiles in solution attach to empty binding
sites at a rate determined only by their concentrations, and detach at a rate determined only by the number of
matching sticky-end bindings holding them to the lattice; in other words, an on-rate and off-rate per tile of
kon = kf [c] koff = kfe
−b∆G◦se/RT+α (2.1)
where kf is the forward rate constant, [c] is the concentration of free tiles of the type of interest, b is the number
of correct bonds holding a particular tile in place,∆G◦se is the standard free energy of a single bond, and α
is a constant factor accounting for other binding energies. In order to remove α, parameters kˆf ≡ kfeα and
dimensionless “free energy” Gmc where [c] = e−Gmc+α are used; these, along with a dimensionless energy
Gse ≡ ∆G◦se/RT result in
kon = kˆfe
−Gmc koff = kˆfe−bGse (2.2)
where bothGmc andGse are usually positive numbers.
2.2 Experimental Methods
System Description
The systems described by the kinetic model are typically implemented with DNA tile structures similar to those
shown in Figure 2. For example, in these experiments, we used two previously-published tile systems that had
two different molecular structures. The first was R00/S00, a system of two tiles that form a two-dimensional
lattice [57]. The second was NAoMI-B [28], a system with a single tile type that assembles in solution into
three-dimensional tubes, but in our experiment formed into 2-dimensional lattices owing to association with
the mica surface [59]. The R00/S00 tiles have a DAO-E molecular structure: two crossovers between helices
(Double), Antiparallel strand orientations (a strand in one helix has the opposite orientation after crossing over
to the other helix), anOdd number of half-turns between crossover points in a single tile, and an Even number
of half-turns between crossovers in adjacent tiles. NAoMI-B has a DAO-O structure, which is similar except
with an odd number of half-turns between crossovers in adjacent tiles (see Figure 2(a)) [59, 19, 81]. Both of
these systems have similar properties, using tiles with four binding sites comprising five-base (R00/S00) or
six-base (NAoMI-B) single-stranded sticky ends that attach to complementary sticky ends on other tiles.
The kinetic model has been widely used as a quantitative model to investigate tile systems [80, 7, 62], and with
some extensions (sequence-dependent∆G◦ses, varying concentrations) has been used in numerous compu-
tational simulations of crystal growth [20, 57, 10, 63]. Algorithmic growth behavior suggested by the kTAM
and design techniques like proofreading [80] that have been based on the model have translated well into
experimental findings [4, 22, 10], but no investigation has been done directly into the model’s mechanistic
assumptions.
In particular, the kinetic model makes the following simplifying assumptions, or idealizations [79]:
1. Free monomer concentrations remain constant during growth.
2. Crystals are perfectly rectilinear, two-dimensional, and free of defects, with single tiles that attach and
detach one at a time.
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aTAM
kTAM
mismatched tile
Figure 2.1: Illustrations of the abstract (aTAM) and kinetic (kTAM) Tile Assembly Models. In the aTAM, tiles
attach only in locations with at least a certain number of correct bonds (here, two), and never detach. In the
kTAM, tiles attach with rates dependent only on concentration, and detach based on the number of correct
bonds; a few examples of attachment and detachment rates for given crystals are shown, omitting the common
factor kˆf . The right side shows the same crystals at a later time; in the aTAM, this is the unique and final result
of tile attachments, while in the kTAM it is one possible state that can continue to grow or shrink. In the kTAM,
a crystal can also contain mismatched tiles; a mismatched tile is highlighted by a black circle in the bottom
right crystal.
3. Attachment rates are constant and equal regardless of the number of correct or incorrect bonds for a tile
at the attachment site, as shown in equation 2.2.
4. Detachment rates are exponentially dependent on (a) the number of correct attachments the tile has to
the crystal, as shown in equation 2.2, and (b) on nothing else.
Assumption 1, while not true for growth in general, can be approximated by using seeded nucleation with
a small enough concentration of seeds in comparison to tiles and a short enough period of sufficiently slow
growth [4, 63, 62]. Assumption 2 is beyond the scope of this paper; it is worth mentioning that we were
able to obtain data without interference from lattice defects or multiple attachments, though violations of the
assumptions have been seen [3, 57, 22]. Assumptions 3 and 4 are of primary interest to us here, as there are a
number of physical effects that could cause experiments to deviate from the assumptions. It is possible, for
example, that electrostatic or steric effects in the molecular structure of the lattice could impact attachment
and detachment rates in different ways depending upon the location of the binding sites in the lattice or other
factors. Another, specific example is that tiles attaching by two bonds in both of our tile systems can have two
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Figure 2.2: DNA tile structures and their resultant lattices for R00/S00 (left side of figure) and NAoMI-B
(right side) systems: (a) shows sequence designs of tiles: A, B, ... represent symbolic sticky ends, with *
denoting complements and barbs indicating 3’ ends. (b) shows example lattice structures resulting from perfect
(no-mismatch) growth, along with examples of the “short” and “long” orientations of tiles attached by two
bonds, and (c) shows example AFM images of lattices.
different orientations of attachment to the lattice (Figure 2(b)); entropic or electrostatic effects could cause these
orientations to have different rates. Any of these effects could violate 3 and 4(b). Tiles with multiple bonds to
the lattice could also attach and detach via processes that might violate the simple additive assumption of 4(a),
such as detachment and attachment of a single bond in a tile with four bonds.
Atomic Force Microscopy
In our experiments, we examined assumptions 3 and 4 by using fluid tapping-mode atomic force microscopy
(AFM) to create movies of individual tiles attaching and detaching in lattices. The lattices were in a fluid
environment with free monomers, but were weakly bound to mica for imaging while growing [51]; while
most systems have previously been grown with lattices in solution, there have been systems successfully grown
on surfaces in a similar fashion [26, 70, 35]. With a system in growth-biased conditions, we were able to
create movies of individual crystals growing rapidly on the surface (figure 2.3(a) and supplementary movie 3);
however, attachment of individual tiles took place too quickly for us to distinguish single-tile changes, and in
any case, there would have been too few detachments to obtain sufficient statistics. By instead imaging near an
equilibrium that we reached via adjustment of temperature, tile concentration, and other parameters (discussed
later), we were able to observe distinct, single-tile attachments and detachments on single crystals, and compile
statistics of these changes based on number of bonds and tile orientation.
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Throughout the experiment, we used TAE/Mg2+ buffer (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA,
12.5mMMg acetate), and PAGE-purified strands (Integrated DNA Technologies). For R00/S00, we annealed
mixes of strands (25 nM each) in buffer for each of the two individual tiles separately with a temperature
decrease from 90 ◦C to 20 ◦C at 1 ◦C/min, starting with 90 ◦C incubation for 5min; crystals could only grow
when these were later mixed. For NAoMI-B, all strands were mixed together at 1 µM per strand and annealed
with a 70min linear temperature decrease from 90 ◦C to 20 ◦C; this created nanotubes that were then diluted to
a 50 nM per tile concentration. As in previous work [59], nearly all DNA tile nanotubes break open and unfold
during imaging, so that they appear as thin strips of two-dimensional tile crystals. Imaging was performed on a
MultiMode AFM (Bruker) with a Nanoscope IIIa controller, with temperature held at 33.4 ◦C by an in-stage
heater (R00/S00) or at 32 ◦C (NAoMI-B) by a space heater heating the entire room. Around 40 µL buffer was
deposited on freshly cleaved mica; this was allowed to equilibrate in temperature in the AFM and was then
imaged without any tiles. Around 5 µL of each annealed tile mix (two for R00/S00, one for NAoMI-B) was
usually added to this buffer while still imaging. While surface binding effects, evaporation, and our AFM’s
open fluid cell design made it difficult to know the effective tile concentrations in the sample chamber during
AFM imaging, relative concentrations were adjusted such that the crystals were near equilibrium, simplifying
analysis, and were kept equal across different tile types for R00/S00. Imaging speed was kept as fast as possible
while still allowing individual tile resolution, which for our AFM resulted in a speed of around 80 sec/frame at
a scale of around 600 nm with a resolution of 512 pixels per scan line and 512 scan lines per image. Images of
five crystals from three movies were used: one long, large movie with two crystals for R00/S00, and two smaller
movies, one with two crystals and one with a single crystal, for NAoMI-B.
Our ability to observe individual tile attachments and detachments as they occurred was made possible by a
number of coincidental advantages found by our AFM use in prior experiments with DNA tiles. In fluid-tapping
mode, free tiles were able to remain in our buffer solution rather than binding to mica, allowing us to achieve
a suitable concentration of free tiles in solution for growth. The ability to reliably image in the 30 to 40 ◦C
range allowed us to maintain a temperature near equilibrium. Adjusting buffer salt concentrations would have
allowed us to ensure that reasonably-sized lattices would bind to mica while monomers remained in solution,
taking advantage of salt modulation of mica-DNA binding [6, 51]; in practice, we found that our buffer’s salt
concentrations were already acceptable. By combining control of temperature and tile concentrations, we were
able to tune attachment and detachment rates such that individual events could be resolved at our imaging speed.
We additionally used nanoAnalytics analog Q-control (Asylum Research) and tuning of AFM parameters in
order to minimize any damage to the lattices during imaging.
2.3 Analysis
To analyze the resulting movies, as AFM images tend to vary considerably in contrast, distortion, and sample
location from frame to frame, we manually translated visible crystals into lattice structures by counting the
number of tiles in each visible “row” of tiles, and recording the offset of this row from adjoining rows. Lattices
from subsequent frames were then automatically aligned, and combined with estimated in-frame position data
taken from a combination of average lattice spacing and crystal position and angles. The position and timing of
events at each lattice position were derived from this data. Occasionally, tiles adjacent to each other would both
attach or both detach between the same frames, creating ambiguous events, but this didn’t affect the results
significantly, and was compensated for by assuming that the most probable order of events was what actually
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.3: AFM images of R00/S00 and NAoMI-B systems: (a) shows several frames from a movie of quickly-
growing R00/S00 crystals. (b) with R00/S00 and (c) with NAoMI-B show adjacent frames in a near equilibrium
movie (supplementary movies 1 and 2) and their interpretation: blue tiles are present in both frames, while
green tiles attached and red tiles detached from one frame to the next.
took place: that detaching tiles attached by the least number of bonds in the older frame detached first, and that
attaching tiles attached by the most number of bonds attached first.
From this data, consisting of 115 identified attachment and detachment events for R00/S00 and 96 for
NAoMI-B (not including tiles that stayed attached or lattice sites that remained empty), our challenge is to
separately infer the on-rate and off-rate for each type of crystal site, and then together (globally) to extract
Gmc, Gse and kˆf . The agreement (or lack of it) between the separate and global fits will allow us to assess
assumptions 3 and 4.
Each position in a lattice can be in two states: filled (F) or empty (E). From one frame to the next, we can
therefore have a filled position remained filled (FF), an empty position remain empty (EE), a filled position
become empty (FE), or an empty position become filled (EF). Each pair of measurements of each position in
the lattice from one frame to the next constitutes a Bernoulli trial i with a probability pi of remaining the same
(FF, EE) and a probability 1− pi of changing (FE, EF). Depending upon the initial state, these probabilities
are dependent upon the time between the two measurements ∆ti (which can take into account dropped
frames, position within the frame, and AFM irregularities, rather than just frame rate), and an attachment or
detachment rate λcθ , where c is either EF or FE (determined by the initial state of the position) and θ denotes the
presumed rate-affecting parameters of the set of locations we’re considering: the number of bonds surrounding
the position, and, when accounting for it, the orientation of two-bond positions. As we assume these rates are
constant for given parameters, the probability of a trial i over a time∆ti resulting in no change is pi = e
−λciθi∆ti .
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For a set of trials with the same θ and starting state (empty or full), we can use Bayesian inference to provide
the probability of a rate λcθ given our data. The a posteriori probability of our data—a set of trialsNCθ,c where
a location remained unchanged (FF or EE), and a set of trials Cθ,c where a location changed (FE or EF)—with
an assumed rate λcθ is simply the product of the individual Bernoulli distribution probabilities:
p(data|λcθ) =
∏
i∈NCθ,c
e−λ
c
θ∆ti
∏
i∈Cθ,c
(
1− e−λcθ∆ti
)
(2.3)
Bayesian inference would therefore assert that the probability of a rate λcθ given our data is
p(λcθ|data) =
p(λcθ)
p(data)
 ∏
i∈NCθ,c
e−λ
c
θ∆ti
∏
i∈Cθ,c
(
1− e−λcθ∆ti
) (2.4)
Using the uniform prior p(λcθ), both our prior and our likelihood p(data) are independent of λ
c
θ , and so
can be considered a constant normalization factor to our probability. Thus our inferred rate of attachment or
detachment given our set of data is the λcθ that maximizes p(data|λcθ) from equation 2.3. Our probabilities are
given by normalizing p(data|λcθ) over a reasonable range of λcθ values (such that the a posteriori distribution
drops to approximately zero on the boundaries) and using it as a probability density function.
This method provides us with the rates of attachment and detachment per lattice position for a given set of
parameters. kTAM’s assumptions 3 and 4 provide that these rates should be related by equation 2.2; in other
words, for some kˆf ,Gmc andGse, we should have
λEFθ = kˆfe
−Gmc λFEθ = kˆfe
−b(θ)Gse (2.5)
Using Bayesian inference again, we can obtain Gse, Gmc and kˆf for a given data set of detachments with
varying numbers of bonds by usingGse,Gmc, and kˆf as parameters, using equation 2.5 to derive detachment
rates for different θ parameters, and including all data in the setsNC and C :
p(Gse, Gmc, kˆf |data) = p(Gse, Gmc, kˆf )
p(data)
[ ∏
i∈NC
e
−∆tiλciθi (Gse,Gmc,kˆf )
∏
i∈C
(
1− e−∆tiλ
ci
θi
(Gse,Gmc,kˆf )
)]
(2.6)
As we can again use a uniform prior, the probability density forGse,Gmc and kˆf can be derived by ignoring
p(∆G◦se, Gmc, kˆf )/p(data) and normalizing p(Gse, Gmc, kˆf |data) over a sufficiently large parameter space.
In order to verify that our analysis produced accurate results when presented with data fitting the kinetic
model, the entire analysis, with the exception of the manual data entry, was applied to simulated data taken
from the Xgrow kTAM simulator [72]. Parameters were chosen to match conditions in our experimental results,
the amount of data was chosen to be similar, and the output was modified to mimic the line-scanning of an
AFM.The results (Figure 4(b,d)) suggested our analysis methods were sound in the face of finite scanning rates
and multiple events.
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Figure 2.4: Plots of detachment and attachment rates for R00/S00 (left top) and NAoMI-B (right top) lattices.
Bottom figures show simulation data with similar parameters. Insets in detachment rate plots show activation
rate/Gse parameter space, with lines representing p = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. Lines in attachment rate plots show
mean and 90% confidence interval forGmc.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
Our results, shown in figure 2.4, were compiled separately for R00/S00 and NAoMI-B. Ignoring the possi-
bility of incorrect bonds and lattice defects in the system (assumption 2), and assuming constant monomer
concentrations (assumption 1), our results largely suggest that assumptions 3 (equal attachment rates) and
4(a) (detachment rates exponentially dependent on the number of bonds) of the kTAM are valid within our
experimental error. Additionally, while observing relatively large error bounds owing to the smaller amount of
data for each orientation, we found that tile orientation did not alter detachment rate beyond experimental
error, and thus did not violate assumption 4(b) (detachment rates dependent upon nothing but number of
bonds).
As for the consistency of the quantitative results, it is worth remembering that NAoMI-B uses 6 nt sticky ends,
while R00/S00 uses 5 nt sticky ends. Using the rough approximation thatGse scales linearly with the number
of nucleotides, this suggests that the NAoMI-BGse should be around 1.2 times that of the R00/S00Gse. Our
results give a ratio of around 1.14± 0.15, in line with this approximated expectation.
There were several key differences between our experimentally observed data and simulated data, many of
which likely originate from differences in the relative numbers of events observed and ultimately in overall
crystal “shape.” In particular, data from simulation, while resulting in similar detachment rates, had significantly
more empty lattice locations with three or four connecting bonds (b = 3 or b = 4). These sites are the result of
a crystal that is, subjectively, more “spindly” and less compact than those we found experimentally, with long
“arms” of tiles. Whether “spindly” crystals actually form is a question that would require a different experiment,
but regardless of their formation, it is quite likely that crystals of that shape would not cleanly bind to mica, or
would produce AFM images unsuitable for analysis; our experiment therefore inadvertently selected against
crystals of this form, and instead selected for relatively solid, compact crystals that were easily imaged. In a
related shape issue, the fact that imaged NAoMI-B crystals originated from nanotubes in solution meant that all
observed crystals were long, narrow ribbons, resulting in no data for short-orientation two-bond attachments,
as our data never included the ends of the crystals.
Our analysis of attachment and detachment rates involved only statistics of detachment and attachment for
single tiles. The rates derived from such an analysis would ideally be independent of crystal shape, with only
the size of the error bounds differing owing to differences in the number of events. In some cases, however,
the significantly smaller number of events likely resulted in anomalous observations having a large effect on
attachment and detachment rates. For R00/S00, the attachment rate for b = 4 is calculated from only 5 events
(2 empty-to-empty and 3 empty-to-full), and is significantly higher than expected by kTAM. For NAoMI-B, the
attachment rate for b = 3 is similarly calculated by only 10 events, and is also significantly higher than expected.
By comparison, b = 3 for R00/S00 involved 54 events, and was in line with expectations.
With such events made rare by crystal shape, the chance of the rates being affected by errors in image
interpretation, anomalous imaging results, or erroneous assumptions about the order of tile attachment is
significantly increased. We expect that this accounts for the discrepancies seen in attachment rates, as all
unexpected attachment rates have very few recorded events.
In addition to the directly obtainable results, we can also give rough estimates of other parameters. Bayesian
inference suggested kˆf values of 0.024 /M/sec and 0.053 /M/sec for R00/S00 and NAoMI-B, respectively.
If we assume what should be a reasonable order-of-magnitude estimation of a 10 nM tile concentration, this
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results via equations 1 and 2 in an α ∼ −15 and kf ∼ 106 /M/sec. Such a kf value is on the same order of the
6 · 105 /M/sec used by Winfree [79], but the α is very different than the+ ln(20) used there for simulations
of growth in solution [79]. RTα can be interpreted as a free energy adjustment that remains constant for all
attached tiles, as opposed to the ∆G◦se which is scaled with the number of bonds. While the positive α for
growth in solution can be interpreted as due to the loss of rotational entropy when a tile binds to the crystal,
negativeα corresponds to an energetically favorable contribution to attachment in all cases, as could be expected
for growth on mica where all tiles involved bind to the mica surface [51].
In comparing our results to other experiments, it is necessary to convert standard free energies to our unitless
Gse = ∆G
◦
se/RT (equations 1 and 2), and in many cases make a change in sign per our convention. TheGse
we calculate from the statistics is significantly lower than that found by experiments in solution rather than on
a mica surface; this corresponds to a significantly “weaker” binding energy contribution for individual sticky
ends. In particular, Schulman et al [63] measured an in-solution∆G◦2se = −9.43± 0.21 kcal/mol at 37 ◦C
for two bonds, corresponding toGse = 7.7± 0.17. Nangreave et al [46], using a different form of tile with
6 nt sticky ends, found a∆G◦se on the order of−3 to−6 kcal/mol depending upon the form of attachment,
resulting in aGse of between 6 and 10. By comparison, our rates ofGse = 1.55 andGse = 1.77 are extremely
low. Indeed, a simple order of magnitude comparison of kTAM-expected detachment rates derived from the
7.7 value of Schulman would suggest that, were the∆G◦se in our on-mica conditions even close to so large, our
entire experiment, and viewing growth with any level of detail at all, would be infeasible: the difference in rates
between even tiles attached by two and three bonds would be on the order of e−2·7.7/e−3·7.7 ∼ 2200.
There are a number of possible factors involving DNA binding with mica and DNA hybridization near a
mica surface which could explain this discrepancy. A difference in binding for ssDNA vs dsDNA to mica, for
example, could result in a modified Gse for sticky ends, as two free, single-stranded sticky ends could have
a stronger binding to mica than the bound, double-stranded combination of the two ends. Also, while DNA
hybridization near a mica surface has not been widely studied, it is reasonable to expect that there could be
significant differences from hybridization in solution: at the very least, the “salt bridge” of divalent cations (in
our case, Mg2+) between the DNA and mica would result in a very different and likely non-homogenous ionic
environment [51].
2.5 Conclusions
With this work, we’ve shown that we can make single-tile-resolution AFMmovies of single DNA tile system
crystals at a sufficient frame rate to provide a consistent view of the steps involved in assembly. While we’ve used
these movies to verify some key assumptions of the kTAM, at least for growth on a surface, the technique raises
the prospect of examining growth on a surface in general at a level that has not previously been possible. For
example, AFMmovies could be used to examine the growth of algorithmic tile systems, possibly allowing insight
into the mechanisms of both errors and error-reducing methods like proofreading and snaked proofreading.
It’s worth noting that if theGse for tile detachment on a mica surface is indeed significantly lower than in
solution, as we have found, it may significantly increase error rates for algorithmic tile systems grown on mica
surfaces, with the kinetic trapping model [79] suggesting a possible error rate of upwards of 30 to 40% for
Gse = 1.6 and Xgrow simulations suggesting an error rate for the binary counter system from Barish et al [4]
too high to be measured. However, for the examination of the mechanisms behind errors this could end up
being a benefit, with the higher error rate providing significantly more data on what might otherwise be errors
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in a relatively accurate system. As algorithmic systems can often be reliant on perfect, error-free assembly, the
ability to examine the systems, especially those that involve proofreading schemes, in an environment that
significantly increases error rate could be vital in understanding how to further reduce errors.
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Supporting Information
Several AFMmovies of non-equilibrium and equilibrium crystal growth are available as supporting information:
• Supplementary Movie 1: equilibrium conditions with R00/S00. 25 nM each of R00/S00 were annealed
separately, mixed in the AFM sample stage buffer during imaging, and imaged at 33.4 ◦C; the movie has
a∼ 560× 525 nM field of view for 1088 sec at a frame rate of∼ 73 sec/frame.
• Supplementary Movie 2: equilibrium conditions with NAoMI-B. 50 nM of NAoMI-B was annealed
and imaged at 32 ◦C; the movie has a ∼ 430 × 425 nM field of view for 1012 sec at a frame rate of
∼ 126 sec/frame.
• Supplementary Movie 3: growth-biased conditions for R00/S00. 100 nM each of R00 and S00-2J (S00
with added hairpins for labeling purposes creating a striped lattice, also known as B^ in Winfree et al’s
Figure 4abc and supplementary materials [81]) were annealed separately, mixed in the AFM sample stage
buffer during imaging, and imaged at 32 ◦C. The movie has a ∼ 2 µM field of view at a frame rate of
∼ 80 sec/frame.
• Supplementary Movie 4: growth-biased conditions for NAoMI-B.∼ 200 nM of NAoMI-B was annealed
from 90 ◦C to 40 ◦C at 1 ◦C/min, and was then added directly to unheated buffer in the AFM and imaged
at room temperature. The movie has a∼ 4 µM field of view at∼ 84 sec/frame. The concentration of
tiles was doubled during the two frames exhibiting extensive line artifacts.
For presentation purposes, equilibrium movie image contrast levels were manually adjusted, with black and
white being set at the bottom of histogram peaks for surface and tile heights, respectively, and gray being set
midway between the two peaks. Images were then manually shifted (but not stretched) to adjust for AFM drift.
Growth-biased movies underwent the same process with the addition of manual stretching of images to adjust
for AFM distortion.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org
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Chapter 3
DNA Sticky EndDesign and Assignment
A major challenge in practical DNA tile self-assembly is the minimization of errors. Using the kinetic
Tile AssemblyModel, a theoretical model of self-assembly, it has been shown that errors can be reduced
through abstract tile set design. In this chapter, we instead investigate the effects of “sticky end”
sequence choices in systems using the kinetic model along with the nearest-neighbor model of DNA
interactions. We show that both the sticky end sequences present in a system and their positions in the
system can significantly affect error rates, and propose algorithms for sequence design and assignment.
3.1 Introduction
Self-assembly of DNA tiles is a promising technique for the assembly of complex nanoscale structures. Assembly
of tiles can be programmed by designing short complementary single-stranded DNA “sticky ends.” While
assembly using unique tile types or simple lattices is often studied [77, 50], algorithmic growth, where small sets
with few tile types can form complex assemblies, is particularly powerful theoretically, and has been studied
extensively through the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) [79, 14, 53].
A number of different designs for tile structure are used for assembly [77, 57, 50]. As an example, the DAO-E
tile design (Figure 3.1(a)) consists of two helices connected by two crossovers, with four 5 nucleotide (nt) sticky
ends, one at each end of each helix. Experimentally, conditions are usually used such that tiles will favorably
attach by two bonds between sticky-end regions, adding cooperativity to binding. In the abstract Tile Assembly
Model, this is modelled by individual tiles attaching to edges of the current assembly when they can make at
least two correct bonds to adjacent tiles (T = 2), and never detaching once attached.
The Pascal mod 3 (PM3) system shown in Figure 3.1(b) is a simple example. The tiles implement addition
modulo 3, akin to Pascal’s triangle. Tiles attach by their two lower-left ends, and then provide ends for future
tiles to attach that sum the logical values of the two “input” ends. Growth proceeds to the upper-right, controlled
by a V-shaped seed of tiles that attach by strength-2 bonds and provide edges of logical 1s.
Reproduced with permission from Constantine G. Evans and Erik Winfree. “DNA Sticky End Design and Assignment for Robust
Algorithmic Self-assembly”. In: DNA 19. Vol. 8141. LNCS. Springer, 2013, pp. 61–75. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-01928-4_5.
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GGCTACTG  GAGAT
TGCCTAGC  TCACT
CATTCTGG  ACGCCATA
AGATAGCA
TCAGCTCC
GATGGCGT  CCGTTTAC
TCTATCGT  CCGATGAC
TGCGGTAT
GGCAAATG
AGTCGAGG  ACGGATCG
AR00
CCGTTAGG  ACATTGCA
CTGTA  CGCCAACA
AGTGA  GGCAATCC
GCGGTTGT  CCAACTTA
TGTAACGT
GGTTGAAT
A*
Figure 3.1: Tile systems, structures and the kinetic trapping model. (a) shows an example DAO-E tile struc-
ture [57], along with examples of complementary and partially mismatched sticky end attachments. (b) shows
the Pascal mod 3 tile system along with a potential perfect assembly. Blue, green and red correspond to ends
with logical values 0, 1, and 2, respectively, while black indicates double-strength bonds of the V-shaped seed.
(c) shows the tiles (top) in the Barish counter system, along with an illustration of zig-zag ribbon growth (left)
and an Xgrow simulation of growth from an origami seed (blue), where each pixel represents one tile. Orange
and brown tiles indicate tiles with logical values of 1 and 0, respectively, while gray tiles are boundary and
nucleation barrier tiles, and incrementing tiles are green. (d) illustrates the states and transition rates in the
kinetic trapping model of growth errors.
A more sophisticated example, the counter system from Barish et al [4], is shown in Figure 3.1(c). In this
system, a ribbon of tiles grows from a large seed structure of DNA origami. Rows of tiles grow in a zig-zag
fashion, with each new row being started by a double tile that is equivalent to two permanently-attached single
tiles. On “downward” rows tiles increment a bit string with two tiles per bit from the previous row, while on
“upward” rows, corresponding tiles copy the newly-incremented row. These tiles implement a binary counter
starting from whatever bit string was specified on the original origami seed and incrementing every two rows
of tiles.
In examining algorithmic growth of experimental systems, the kinetic Tile Assembly Model provides better
physical relevance [79]. Tiles are assumed to be in solution at a particular concentration, which is usually
assumed to be constant. Tiles attach to empty lattice sites at a rate rf dependent only on their concentration,
and detach at a rate rb (b = 1, 2, . . .) dependent upon the number of correct “sticky end” attachments they
have to the assembly:
rf = kˆe
−Gmc rb = kˆe−bGse . (3.1)
Here Gmc is a dimensionless free energy analogue related to tile concentration by [c] = e−Gmc+α, Gse is
the sign-reversed dimensionless free energy of a single bond, b is the number of correct bonds, and kˆ is an
adjusted forward rate constant kˆ ≡ kfeα, where kf is the usual second-order mass action rate constant for tile
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attachment, typically kf = 106 /M/s. This model has been used for numerous theoretical and computational
simulation studies of algorithmic tile assembly [80, 10, 20, 14, 53], and has fit well with experimental findings
both qualitatively and quantitatively [16, 22].
As the kinetic model allows any tile to attach regardless of correctness, it is challenging to design tile systems
that exhibit algorithmic behavior while keeping erroneous growth low enough to obtain high yields of correct
assemblies. Growth errors in the kinetic model are well studied, and often modelled by the kinetic trapping
model. The model considers tiles attaching and detaching at a single lattice location, while having a rate for an
attached tile to become “frozen” in place by further growth. This rate, r∗ = kˆe−Gmc − kˆe−2Gse , is related to
the overall growth rate of the system [79]. As tiles that attach without any correct bonds (“doubly-mismatched”
tiles) will detach very quickly, to first approximation, the only states that need to be considered are empty (E),
correct tile (C), and “almost correct tile” (A)—a tile that is attached by one correct bond—along with frozen
states for correct and almost correct tiles (FC and FA). These states are described in Figure 3.1(d).
Numerous techniques have been studied to reduce such error rates, especially “proofreading” transformations
that transform individual tiles into multiple tile blocks or sets of tiles [80, 10, 7, 56]. These techniques have been
shown to significantly reduce error rates both in simulation and experimentally [22, 10, 4]. Such techniques
rely on changing tile systems at an abstract level, and reduce error rates of even ideal systems. However, in
implementing the abstract logic of a tile system in actual DNA tiles, design complexities cause the system’s
kinetics to deviate from the default kTAM parameters. In particular, the single-stranded “sticky ends” that
implement the abstract ends must be chosen from a finite sequence space to be both as uniform in binding
energy and as orthogonal as possible. Deviations here can introduce further errors [20].
3.2 Theoretical Model
In the kTAM,Gse andGmc are by default considered to be constant and independent of both tiles and sticky
ends. A more detailed model cannot assume this. Gmc is dependent upon tile concentration: the value may be
different for each tile type, and may change as free tiles are depleted by attachment. However, as experimental
techniques exist to keep tile concentrations approximately constant throughout assembly [64], we will assume a
time-invariant (but possibly tile type dependent)Gmc.
Gse, on the other hand, will depend upon the bonds between sticky ends. Ends with different sequences will
have different free energies for binding to their complements, and some ends may be able to partially bind to
ends that are only partially complementary (Figure 3.1(a)). This results in aGijse for each pair of sticky ends
(i, j). In the default kTAM, all non-diagonal terms will be zero, and all diagonal terms will be equal. Gijse can
thus be defined in terms of deviations from a referenceGse:
Giise = Gse + δi G
ij
se = sijGse for i 6= j . (3.2)
Non-uniform sticky ends, with non-zero δi, will affect the detachment rate of correct and almost-correct
tile attachments, while spurious non-orthogonal binding strengths sij will only decrease detachment rates
for almost-correct and doubly-mismatched tile attachments. In the following theoretical analysis, the much
lower likelihood doubly-mismatched interactions are ignored. For simulations, done with the Xgrow kTAM
simulator [72], these interactions are taken into account when there is non-orthogonal binding.
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Uniformity
Non-uniform sticky end energies have been simulated previously [20], but have not been studied analytically.
In the kTAM, the growth rate of an assembly depends on the difference between on and off rates [79], which we
approximate for a uniform system as r∗ = kˆe−Gmc − kˆe−2Gse .
For a system with non-uniform energies, a tile attaching by two i bonds will have
r∗ = kˆe−Gmc − kˆe−2Gse−2δi = kˆe−2Gse (e − e−2δi)
where we define  ≡ 2Gse −Gmc, a measure of supersaturation: for an ideal system,  = 0 results in unbiased
growth, whereas  > 0 results in forward growth and  < 0 causes crystals to shrink. As can be seen, the
growth rate will depend on the δi’s of the bonds in the growth region. With δi < − 12 (negative δ corresponds
to weaker binding), growth in a region won’t be favorable.
In the worst case, where tiles attaching by two bonds with the smallest δi form a sufficiently large region,
growth can only be ensured if  > −2min {δi}, and error rates can be approximated by the kTAM with this
minimum  value. The kinetic trapping model in the default kTAM results in an error rate Perror ≈ me−Gse+
form possible incorrect tile attachments [79], so the worst-case error rate for a given δmin ≡ min {δi} would be
Perror ≈ me−Gse−2δmin . (3.3)
Figure 3.2(a) shows simulations of the PM3 system with  adjusted along the lines of our worst-case growth
requirements. For positive deviations, where most ends remain at the same strength, assembly time is largely
unchanged, while the error rate increases. For negative (weaker bond) deviations, where  is adjusted, the error
rate rises per Eq. 3.3, while the assembly time decreases sharply as most tiles attach with the sameGiise but are
at a higher concentration.
While this method to adjust tile concentrations ensures crystal growth, it may not obtain the optimal trade-off
between growth rate and error rate. This trade-off has been addressed for perfect sticky ends [9, 30], but is more
complicated with imperfect sticky ends and complex tile sets. Rather than simply adjusting all concentrations
uniformly, the assumption can be made, which is not necessarily optimal, that error rates for a complex tile set
can be reduced by ensuring that the overall growth rate remains uniform throughout the crystal. This can be
achieved by modifying the concentrations of tiles to modify theirGmc values such that the r∗ for each tile type
is the same. Figure 3.2(b) shows simulations of this form of concentration-adjustment with the PM3 system. As
expected, assembly time remains almost completely unchanged across a large range of deviations. Meanwhile,
negative deviations do not significantly increase error rates, and positive deviations increase error rates in a
manner similar to Figure 3.2(a).
Orthogonality
Unlike non-uniformity, the kinetic trapping model for growth errors can be easily extended to account for
non-orthogonality. Assuming sij  1, growth errors will be primarily caused by almost-correct tiles attaching
by one correct and one incorrect bond, as in the ideal case. A uniform incorrect bond strength of s, andm
possible almost-correct tiles for a given lattice site, then gives the following rates of change between the different
states shown in Figure 3.1(d):
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Figure 3.2: Error rates for Pascal mod 3 systems with non-uniform end interactions simulated in Xgrow. In both
(a) and (b), single sticky ends have been changed so thatGiise = Gse+ δi, while all others have remained atGse.
In (a), the  for the system has been uniformly changed to always allow forward-growth by two of the weakest
bond types by settingGmc. In (b), the tiles with deviating ends have had their concentration adjusted so that all
tiles have the same growth rate r∗ = kˆe−G
n
mc − kˆe−Giise−Gjjse , where tile type n attaches using sticky end types
i and j. Blue circles show error rates; green triangles show the time taken to construct an 8000 tile assembly;
the line in (a) shows Eq. 3.3. For these simulations, we set base parameters ofGse = 10 andGmc = 19.2.
P˙ (t) =

E C A FC FA
E −2rf r2 r(1+s) 0 0
C rf −r2 − r∗ 0 0 0
A mrf 0 −r(1+s) − r∗ 0 0
FC 0 r∗ 0 0 0
FA 0 0 r∗ 0 0
P (t) . (3.4)
Here P (t) is a vector of probabilities at time t that the site will be in a state [E,C,A, FC, FA]. The steady
state of this is not useful, as any combination of FC and FA will be a steady state. Instead, the eventual
probability of being in FA after starting only in state E at t = 0 will provide an error rate per additional tile in
an assembly. This can be treated as a flow problem, where we consider the differential accumulation into FC
and FA from E, as in Winfree [79]. From this, the probability of an almost-correct tile being trapped in place
is:
Perror =
m
m+
rf+r1+s
rf+r2
≈ 1
1 + 1me
(1−s)Gse− ≈ me
(s−1)Gse+ . (3.5)
While tile systems will have a different number of possible almost-correct tiles for different lattice sites, making
this result less applicable, the PM3 system has an equal number for every possible lattice site. Figure 3.3(a) shows
error rates in simulations with interactions between single pairs of ends and for a uniform non-orthogonal
interaction energy between every pair. In both cases, error rates largely follow Eq. 3.5.
Sticky End Sensitivity
When non-orthogonal sticky end interactions are not uniform, the degree of their influence on error rates may
depend on which tile types they appear on and the logical interactions within the tile set. In systems where a
tile never has the opportunity to attach with strength 1 + sij , interactions between i and j may be less relevant,
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Figure 3.3: Error rates with non-orthogonal interactions. (a) shows interactions for the PM3 system; circles and
solid lines show simulated and theoretical error rates, respectively, with single pairs interacting. Squares and
dashed lines show error rates for a uniform non-orthogonal interaction between every pair. (b) shows error rates
for sensitive single non-orthogonal pairs in the Barish counter system, along with lines showing e−(s−σ)Gse for
various values of σ chosen to roughly follow the worst pairs of each sensitivity. Small dots represent individual
pairs, while large dots show averages for sensitivity classes. For (a) Gse = 10 and Gmc = 19.2; for (b)
Gse = 8.35 andGmc = 17.8.
whereas other pairs of ends in the system may allow tiles to erroneously attach during correct growth and be
simply locked in place by continued growth. For example, Figure 3.3(b) shows error rates for the Barish counter
system when non-orthogonal interactions are introduced between single pairs of sticky ends. These pairs have
been organized into sets (1NGO, 2NGO, 1GO, and 2GO) based on a model described below of how interactions
between them may affect the tile system. As can be seen, this model has some success in predicting the impact
different pairs will have on error rates.
We start by assuming that all attachments in growth occur with single tiles attaching by exactly two correct
strength-1 bonds. Assuming that each tile in the system can have its ends labelled as inputs or outputs, and
that every growth site has a unique tile that can attach by inputs, all lattice locations possible in the system will
eventually be filled by a specific tile. Rather than looking at lattice sites that actually appear in correct growth,
which would require simulation, we can combinatorially investigate all possible local neighborhoods that might
appear, and conservatively examine them for possible problems. For example, whether there exists a tile that
can attach with strength 1 + sij can be approximated by whether there are two tiles that share a common input
bond on one side but not the other, so that when one tile incorrectly attaches where the other could attach
correctly, it forms a strength 1 bond for the common bond and a strength sij bond for the mismatch (as in
Figure 3.4(a)).
We describe end pairs where such tiles exist as being in the set of “first-order sensitive” end pairs. If the sides
of the tiles are inputs for at least one tile type, and thus the tiles can attach in normal forward growth, the end
pair is in the set of first-order growth oriented sensitive (1GO) pairs, whereas without consideration of input
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of end pair sensitivity sets. For simplicity, all left and bottom sides are considered
inputs. (a) shows, for given tiles, examples of possible local neighborhoods they could attach to and tiles that
could erroneously attach via first-order sensitivity. (b) shows, for given pairs of tiles A and B, examples of local
neighborhoods the pair could attach to in sequence, and a pair of tiles X and Y that could erroneously attach
via second-order sensitivity. (c) shows examples of tiles satisfying various criteria for the shown end pairs to be
in different sensitivity sets; arrows show examples of required input sides for growth-oriented sets.
and output sides, the end pair is in the set of first-order non-growth-oriented sensitive (1NGO) pairs. End
pairs (i, j) that are in 1NGO but not 1GO have tiles that can attach with strength 1 + sij only during growth
after an error or at sites where there is no correct tile.
While end pairs in these sets have tiles that allow the first, erroneous tile attachment in the kinetic trapping
model, the model also requires that a second tile be able attach by two correct bonds to the erroneous tile and
adjacent tiles to trap the error in place. This is also not necessarily possible: an incorrect attachment could
result in there being no adjacent correct attachment, and designing systems where this is the case is in fact the
goal of proofreading systems [80].
Thus we can devise “second-order sensitive” sets of end pairs that allow this second, correct tile attachment,
and are therefore expected to be more likely to cause errors. Consider a pair of tiles A and X with a common
bond on one side but not the other, satisfying the criteria for a first-order sensitive pair. Whether a further tile
can attach with strength 2 can be approximated by whether there is some second pair of tiles, B and Y, that can
each attach to some third side of their respective original tiles, and also share a common bond on another side.
In a plausible local neighborhood where A and B could attach correctly in sequence, it is possible for X to first
attach erroneously, with strength 1 + sij (in the location where A could have bound), then for Y to attach with
strength 2 (where B could have bound after A) owing to the second common bond, as in Figure 3.4(b).
As with first-order sensitivity, if the common and differing sides of the first pair of tiles are inputs, and sides of
the second pair of tiles that are shared or attach to the first pair are also inputs, then the end pair involved is in
the set of second-order growth oriented sensitive (2GO) pairs, whereas without consideration of inputs, the
pair is in the set of second-order non-growth-oriented sensitive (2NGO) pairs.
These sets can be summarized more formally as follows, while examples of satisfying tiles are shown in
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Figure 3.4(c):
• An end pair (i, j) is in the set of first-order sensitive end pairs if there exist at least two tiles in the tile
system where both tiles share a common end k on one side, and on some other side, one tile has end i
and the other has end j. If at least one of the two tiles has k and either i or j as inputs, then the end pair
is in 1GO and 1NGO, otherwise, it is only in 1NGO.
• To determine if a first-order sensitive end pair (i, j) is in the set of second-order sensitive end pairs,
consider a pair of tiles that satisfy the first-order criteria, and additional pairs of tiles that can attach to
the first pair by bonds l andm (possibly the same) on a third side. If there exist a pair of these additional
tiles that also share a common bond n, then the end pair is second-order sensitive. If at least one of the
first tiles has k and either i or j as inputs, and one of the additional tiles attaching to it has n and either l
orm as an input, then the end pair is in 2GO and 2NGO, otherwise, it is only in 2NGO.
Note that this analysis is done without determining what assemblies and thus what local neighborhoods
actually form, so the combinations of inputs being considered might never appear during the growth of a
correct assembly. As such, it is conceivable that, for example, an end pair could be in 2GO without ever having
an effect in correct growth of an assembly. While this is a significant limitation, determining if a combination
of inputs ever occurs, or if two tiles are ever assembled adjacent to each other, is in general undecidable by
reduction to the Halting problem [78]. Furthermore, our current software treats all bonds as strength-1, and
all tiles as single tiles, with double tiles being represented by a pair of single tiles with a fake bond that is then
excluded from the sets; whilst the set definitions could be extended to account for double tiles and strength-2
bonds, we have not yet investigated the complexities involved.
Also, while pairs may be in either or both of 1GO or 2NGO, in all systems we have considered, all pairs in
1GO have also been in 2NGO, and there have been no pairs that are only in 1NGO. End pairs that aren’t in
any of these sets, and can be described as “zeroth-order,” should have interactions between them that have a
negligible effect on error rates in the kinetic trapping model.
Very rough theoretical estimates of the contributions that sensitive end pairs will have on a system can be
obtained by considering the number of tiles that need to attach incorrectly. For pairs in 2GO, as only the initial
tile will need to attach incorrectly before it can be locked in place by a correct attachment, the probability of an
error every time such a situation occurs is∼ e(s−1)Gse. For those in 1GO but not 2GO, since there is no correct
attachment after the first tile attaches incorrectly, at least one further incorrect attachment will be required,
giving a probability of error ∼ e(s−2)Gse or lower. For pairs only in 2NGO or 1NGO, the probability that
the first tile can attach incorrectly will depend upon the likelihood that growth is proceeding in an incorrect
direction, which in turn will depend upon numerous factors, but will usually require at least one previous
incorrect attachment, giving another factor of∼ e−Gse on top of their GO counterparts.
For the Barish counter, there are 342 pairs of ends (helix direction prevents around half the ends from attaching
to the other half). Of these, 22 are 2NGO, 9 are both 1GO and 2NGO, and 3 are also 2GO. Figure 3.3(b) shows
error rates for increasing values of sij where one pair has its value increased and all other spurious pairs are left
with sij = 0. Each pair has been classified by its “worst” set. As can be seen, 2NGO pairs have little impact on
error rates beyond those seen in the ideal kTAM, 1GO pairs start to have an effect after around sij > 0.4, and
2GO pairs are the most sensitive. In the case of the three 2GO pairs in the Barish counter, two cause errors
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that prevent correct growth in the next row without an additional error, explaining the significant difference
between the most sensitive 2GO pair and the two less sensitive pairs.
3.3 Sequence Design and Assignment
Sequence Design
DNA sequence set design for molecular computation is a widely-studied problem. Different applications
necessitate different constraints and approaches: longer sequences with less stringent requirements can be
constrained with combinatorial methods like Hamming distance [34], while work on sequences with more
stringent requirements have used thermodynamic constraints [73]. However, the basic goal shared throughout
most of these algorithms is to find the largest set of DNA sequences that hybridize to their complements
significantly better than to any other sequences in the set, or to find a set of a certain size with the best possible
“quality”; in this the problem is similar to the maximum independent set problem, which is NP complete [12,
54].
For sticky ends, the sequence lengths required, especially the 5 to 6 nt ends of DAO-E tiles, are shorter, and
provide a smaller sequence space, than most other work has considered, with a few exceptions that have largely
generated very small sets [73]. Using the end pair sensitivity model, we can reduce errors from non-orthogonal
interactions by changing the assignment of sequences to abstract ends, as described later. However, we have no
corresponding model to allow us to compensate for non-uniform energies.
The goal for our sequence design, therefore, is to find a requested number of sequences that (a) have non-
orthogonal interactions less than a set constraint, and (b) have binding energies (melting temperatures) as
uniform as possible given the orthogonality constraints. This contrasts with many sequence design algorithms,
where a minimummelting temperature is of primary importance [71], and from algorithms that simply con-
strain melting temperatures to be within set constraints [73], in that our algorithm chooses a sequence with the
closestmelting temperature at each step.
As the lengths of sticky end sequences are short, complex secondary structure is limited, and thus our
algorithm uses an approximation of minimum free energy (MFE) for thermodynamic calculations. Similar
to the “h-measure” used in Phan et al [54], the algorithm considers hybridization between two sequences
with every possible offset, and uses the nearest-neighbor interaction data from SantaLucia et al [60], including
values for symmetric loops, dangles, single-base mismatched pairs, and coaxial stacking with core sequences.
Furthermore, for DAO-E tiles, core helix bases adjacent to the sticky ends affect energetics, and need to be
designed alongside the sticky end sequences.
Our algorithm works as follows, for length L sticky ends.
1. Generate a set of all possible available sequences A that fit user requirements. With adjacent bases
considered, this could be as many as 4L+2 sequences.
2. Calculate end-complement binding energiesGii
′
se for all sequences in A, and (to speed up computation)
remove any sequence that falls outside a user-specified range around the medianGii
′
se of all sequences
initially in A, which we callGse.
3. For each sequence needed:
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a) Randomly choose a sequence i from all sequences in A that are closest toGse, and add this to the
set of chosen sequences C .
b) Calculate theGijse between i and every remaining sequence j in A, and remove all sequences from
A with aGijse greater than a user-specified value.
4. Stop when either A is empty, or a sufficient number of sequences have been generated.
Gse is chosen as the desired idealGse in order to ensure a large number of sequences with similarGiises will
be available; for 5 nt ends, the desired value isGse ·RT = 8.35 kcal/mol at 37 ◦C. By adjusting parameters,
the maximum number of sequences that can be chosen can be changed, as shown in Table 3.1; running the
algorithm repeatedly will also find different numbers of sequences.
Sets chosen by this algorithm are guaranteed to have all ends interact less than a set amount sij < sdesired
with ends other than their complements, and to deviate from the desired correct interaction by less than a set
amount |δi| < δdesired, though when generating sets of a fixed size the largest δis will often be much smaller, as
the software selects for the smallest δi values possible.
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Figure 3.5: Histograms of end pair interactions with the original Barish sequences (red) and newly designed
sequences (blue). (a) shows all end pairs; (b) shows a zoomed-in area containing all end-complement pairs. All
energies were calculated using the energy model in our sequence designer at 37 ◦C.
Length (nt) Gse ·RT max(sij) # found std(δi) max δi
5 8.354 0.2 5 0.04Gse 0.1Gse
5 8.354 0.4 21 0.01Gse 0.038Gse
5 8.354 0.5 40 0.01Gse 0.036Gse
6 9.818 0.4 29 0.004Gse 0.015Gse
10 15.454 0.4 183 0.01Gse 0.05Gse
Table 3.1: Examples of the number of sticky ends found by our designer for varying user-specified parameters
(bold). For lengths 5 and 6, examples are the best out of 100 runs, while for length 10, the example is a single
run.
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NNC CTGTT CNN
NNG TAGTG GNNNNC ATCAC CNN
NNA CCCTT ANNNNT GGGAA TNN
NNG GACAA GNN
NNG TCAGT GNNNNC AGTCA CNN
Figure 3.6: Illustration of end assignment for the Barish counter set with new sequences. For conciseness, only
a portion of the ends are shown.
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between end pair interactions in the original Barish counter system and
new sequences designed with our sequence design software. As can be seen, our software prevents large
non-orthogonal interactions of 4 kcal/mol < Gijse · RT < 6 kcal/mol, but does not significantly reduce
interactions withGijse ·RT < 4 kcal/mol. However, for complementary interactions, our software is able to
find a significantly more uniform set of ends.
The practical value of this designer depends on the accuracy of the underlying energy model, of course, but the
same algorithm can be used with different energy models as understanding of sticky end energetics is improved.
The algorithm, with some energy model modifications, may also be of use in other areas of DNA computation
where very short sequences with very similar melting temperatures and low non-orthogonal interactions are
needed, such as toehold regions in strand displacement systems. However, it does not consider a number of
factors important for actual strand displacement regions, and starts to become computationally intractable for
sequences longer than 10 or 11 nt.
Sequence Assignment
The sequence designer is able to find sets of ends with very similar complementary interactions, and low
non-orthogonal interactions. However, by ensuring that sequences are assigned to ends in a system such that
end pairs with higher sensitivity have lower interactions, errors can further be reduced, and perhaps more
importantly, the chance that a poor choice of sequences is made for a critical pair of ends can be minimized.
We assigned ends using a simulated annealing algorithm that used, as a score, the sum of rough error estimates
for each end pair (see Figure 3.4):
S(assignment) =
∑
i,j∈2GO
e−(sij−1.1)Gse +
∑
i,j∈1GO and /∈2GO
e−(sij−1.5)Gse (3.6)
+
∑
i,j∈2NGO and /∈1GO
e−(sij−1.65)Gse +
∑
i,j∈1NGO and /∈2NGO
e−(sij−2)Gse .
We call the resulting assignment ‘optimized’, although of course it is not guaranteed to be a global optimum.
Offset values in the exponents were set by rough estimates of the worst errors for different classes in the
simulations shown in Figure 3.4, and terms here for 2GO, 1GO and 2NGO are shown by solid lines in that
figure. For 1NGO, the −2 parameter is chosen simply to be lower than other classes, as no system we have
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Figure 3.7: Error rates for the Barish counter system with different sticky end sequences. Error rates are
calculated from the percentage of correct assemblies formed of size 673. Gse values are calculated from ends,
or are uniformlyGse ·RT = 8.35 kcal/mol in the ideal case. Gmc values were varied between 17.6 and 17.9.
1000 simulations were run for eachGmc value.
examined has end pairs that are only 1NGO. Since the sequence designer chooses adjacent bases as well as sticky
end sequences, sequences can be consistently assigned to ends on all tiles, as in Figure 3.6. The sequences and
tiles for the Barish counter cannot be assigned in the same way, as different tiles with the same sticky end types
often have different adjacent base pairs, modifying their interactions. Furthermore, as the sequence assignment
algorithm only considers non-orthogonal interactions, results on a system with significant non-uniformity will
likely be inconsistent.
Figure 3.7 shows simulated error rates and assembly time for counters using sequences from Barish et al [4],
sequences designed by our sequence designer and randomly assigned, and the same designed sequences assigned
by our simulated annealing algorithm to both minimize and maximize the score in Eq. 3.6, along with error
rates and assembly time for the system under ideal kTAM conditions. For a range ofGmc values and resultant
assembly times, there is at least a 3-fold improvement in error rate between new sequences that are pessimally
and optimally assigned by our scoring function, with increasing improvement as the assembly rate, and thus
ideal error rate, decreases. For optimally assigned sequences, error remains close to the ideal error rate. The
original sequences and assignment for the Barish counter perform slightly better than the pessimally assigned
new sequences.
3.4 Conclusions and Discussion
These methods of sticky end design and assignment serve two purposes: firstly, to design experimental systems
with error rates as close to the ideal kTAM as possible, and secondly, to reduce the chance that a poor choice of
sequences, or even a poor assignment of sequences to tiles, might significantly impact experimental results. The
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methods should be relevant for most types of DNA tiles, and most tile systems with deterministic algorithmic
behavior. Our software for these algorithms is available online [69].
The simulation results here, and the methods themselves, are reliant on the accuracy of the energy model
used. While some research has been done on sticky-end energetics [46, 55, 36, 16], usually for individual pairs
of tiles, it is not known how well nearest-neighbor models of DNA energetics apply to sticky ends on DNA tiles
in lattices. Different tile structures may also require slightly different models, especially with regard to coaxial
stacking with base pairs adjacent to the sticky ends.
It is possible that extending end sensitivity definitions to higher orders, considering more than two tile
attachments, may be a useful area of investigation, especially when considering tile systems making use of
similarly higher order proofreading. Indeed, proofreading can counteract at a more fundamental level some of
the same errors that arise from non-orthogonal interactions. The effects of non-uniform sticky end energies,
however, may still significantly impact proofreading sets, and remain a potentially fruitful area of research
beyond our simplistic modeling and concentration adjustment technique.
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Chapter 4
Design Considerations for Self-Assembling Binary
Counters
4.1 Introduction
Algorithmic self-assembly has clear and extensive theoretical promise as a method of constructing nanoscale
structures. Most theoretical work, however, has been focused on its computational power, or on general
considerations in the abstract and kinetic Tile Assembly Models (aTAM and kTAM), rather than the design and
implementation of specific systems. Similarly, although some experiments have been done on full algorithmic
systems on their own, experiments and simulations have often been meant primarily to analyze specific
theoretical ideas. Such general approaches are useful in providing widely applicable results that may be applied
to specific systems. They have also allowed for research into the general behavior of complex algorithmic
systems before experimental implementations of similar complexity have been feasible.
In this and the next chapter, however, we instead consider the design, theoretical details, simulation and
experimental implementation of a specific algorithmic tile system: a ribbon that implements a binary counter
and can halt further growth, or “cap,” when the counter overflows. As the starting value of the counter can be
changed by using a different seed, the same system can be used to construct ribbons of differing lengths. The
system thus approaches one of the theoretical ideals of algorithmic self-assembly: a simple algorithmic system
that can programmably construct a variety of finite structures based on differing inputs.
Rather than considering a single aspect of general tile assembly systems, our focus is on multiple aspects of a
single system. By integrating together theory, simulation and experiments, we will try both to move toward a
working experimental implementation of a specific system, and to derive more general and perhaps unexpected
insights.
In this chapter, we consider several issues in the design of a capping, binary counting ribbon that assembles
accurately and stops growing reliably. This will lead to an examination of how varying tile concentrations affect
growth errors and facet nucleation, and a short analysis of challenges in constructing stable finite shapes in
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the kTAM. Considerations of facet nucleation, capping, and growth order will also motivate a second system,
the “spurious counter,” that relies on specific features of the kTAM to allow growth in ways that would not be
possible in the aTAM.
4.2 Binary Counting
The capping binary counter is a useful simple example of algorithmic self-assembly: at the most abstract
level, the logic of a binary counter in the aTAM can be implemented in only four tiles [58]. As mechanisms
for computing length and addressing rows in larger assemblies, counters are widely employed in theoretical
constructions [58, 2, 24]. Even by itself, a binary counter system of fixed width, with a programmable starting
value and growth that stops when the counter overflows, would allow a simple illustration of algorithmic
self-assembly’s computational power: a single tile system that could be used, with different starting values, to
create structures of precise, programmable length.
As seen in Figure 4.1(a), the basic logic of a binary counter consists of four elements: in each (vertical)
row, “zero” and “one” tiles copy bits from the previous row when they attach via a “copy” sticky end, while
corresponding zero and one “increment” tiles, attaching to an “increment” sticky end, perform the incrementing
of the bit string in each row. Starting from the boundary at the low-bit (top in diagrams) side of the bit string,
each one-valued tile from the previous row results in the attachment of a zero-increment tile, flipping the bit
and carrying the increment sticky end to the next location in the row, until a zero-valued tile in the previous row
is reached. At this point, a one-increment tile attaches, and further locations in the row are copied rather than
incremented. To create a longer fixed-width ribbon, we simply need an initial seed structure that specifies our
starting values (and thus dictates ribbon width as well), and some form of boundary tiles, perhaps assembled
by double bonds, to initiate new rows. A form of this basic binary counter was implemented in the earlier
experiments of Barish et al [3].
Such a system, however, will continue counting so long as as new rows can be initiated: after the counter
overflows, counting will continue from all zeros. In fact, it isn’t necessary for each row to complete before
the next begins. This poses a problem for stopping growth. An overflow occurs when all bits in a row are 1,
and thus all tiles in the next row are zero-increment tiles, with the increment sticky end reaching the high-bit
side of the ribbon. Detecting an overflow must therefore take place at the high-bit side, and in order to stop
growth, this detection must take place before the next row has a chance to grow. A mechanism is thus needed
for preventing each row from growing until the first has completed.
Since each row is initiated by a boundary on the low-bit side, controlling the growth of this boundary controls
row initiation. The zig-zag ribbon mechanism, also useful for controlling spurious crystal nucleation [62, 61],
presents one possibility. As described in Section 1.4, zig-zag ribbons use “double-tile” boundaries on each side
that reverse the direction of growth and initiate the next row. While counting cannot be performed starting
from the high-bit side, the system can be modified such that rows growing from high to low only copy the bits
from the previous row. Incrementing only takes place on rows that grow from low to high, but each row cannot
start growth correctly until the previous has formed and the appropriate boundary has attached. Detecting and
stopping growth after an overflow, in the aTAM, is simple: by not having a high-bit boundary that attaches to
an increment sticky end, an overflow will result in no correct attachment being possible, so growth will stop. In
the kTAM, facet nucleation and other errors from insufficient attachment will pose complications for finite
growth, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Binary counter design and logic. (a) shows the basic logic of binary counting with DNA tiles: four
tiles, two for each value, are used, with one copying the bit from the previous row, while the other, starting from
an “increment” sticky end on top, flips bits from the previous row until a zero is reached, incrementing the
value of the row by one. Growth proceeds in this example from left to right, along a boundary of increment
sticky ends. (b) shows the zig-zag counting tile system used in this and the next chapter. Zero and one tiles
have been changed into 2× 2 blocks; each bond type within blocks is unique (except for incrementing tiles
attaching to copying blocks), but are shown as they same color. Growth as a set-width ribbon is achieved by
double tiles on edges that initiate each row in a zig-zag fashion, counting in the top-to-bottom (low-to-high
value) direction and copying in the bottom-to-top direction, while nucleation barrier tiles (L and H) reduce
spurious nucleation in solution. The system grows off origami (as in (c)), which also sets the counter size and
starting value, until reaching an overflow state where no correct tile can attach (d). While the system proofreads
copying in a 2 × 1 fashion, incrementing versus copying tiles are not proofread, as shown in (e). Note that
two-bit counters are for illustration purposes; in simulations and experiments, five-bit counters are used.
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When designing this system for experimental implementation, it is useful to incorporate proofreading and
control of spurious nucleation [61, 80]. As shown in Figure 4.1(b-d) (for very narrow ribbons), nucleation
control is implemented by adding two boundary blocks of width 2. Full 2 × 2 proofreading would require
that each tile be replaced by a 2× 2 block, making each row into two rows, but the zig-zag system has already
necessitated doubling the number of rows, essentially turning each tile into a 1×2 block. Tominimize increased
complexity, proofreading is instead partially incorporated, with each tile being transformed into a 2× 1 block.
The result, shown in Figure 4.1(d), is that the value of each bit in the previous row is proofread, but the increment
or copy state of the row is not.
When combined with origami seeding [4], this binary counter design represents a complete system for
constructing programmable-length ribbons in the aTAM. In simulations in the kTAM, it will count with
reasonable accuracy. Experimentally, sequences for the tile structures and sticky ends can be designed, and
counting ribbons can be grown: the system as shown in Figure 4.1(b-c), with a five-bit seed, is the system used
for much of the counting results in Chapter 5. The system is based on a combination of the similar binary
counting ribbon in Barish et al [4] with the tile and nucleation barrier design of the copying ribbon in Schulman
et al [64], both successful experimental systems.
When moving from the aTAM to the kTAM or experiments, however, errors become important factors in
growth that need to be considered. Parts of the system that have particularly high potential for errors must be
examined; in particular, since no correct attachment can occur when the counter has overflowed, but there
are incorrect attachments that can, stopping growth is a significant matter that will be discussed in Section 4.4.
First, however, since there are more choices in system design in the kTAM—particularly, in the concentrations
of tiles—we will examine how these may affect error rates.
4.3 Effects of Tile Concentrations on Error Rates
Experimental results in tile assembly have tended to result in higher error rates than theoretical models. This is
not surprising: some sources of error, like lattice defects and defective tiles, are not modelled in the kTAM,
and experimental uncertainties in temperature control, strand quality and pipetting mean that there will be
some variation in growth temperature and in tile concentrations. This last point is of particular interest: in
an experimental sample, the concentration of each tile may vary, thus changing theGtmc and equilibrium for
different tiles t. In Chapter 3, similar variation in sticky end binding energies that changed theGse for each
pair of sticky ends was found to have significant effects on growth in simulation. It would not seem unusual
for concentration variations to result in similar effects. While variations in energetics are a matter of design,
concentration variations are a matter of experimental technique; knowing how significantly variations impact
growth rates would give insight into how robust systems can be to experimental variations.
From another perspective, intentionally changing the concentrations of different tiles provides tile-level control
of growth rates in different parts of the system. This has been used, in theory and simulation, to compensate for
variations in energetics [17]. Experiments, meanwhile, have used intuitive concentration changes for various
reasons, especially as a mechanism of reducing spurious nucleation by lowering concentrations of tiles that can
easily form critical nuclei, and increasing and reducing the growth speed of different system components [4].
Examining how error rates are affected by concentration variations could also provide insight into optimal
concentration choices, and how concentration changes to address experimental details might impact growth.
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In general, having unequal tile concentrations moves the system away from the basic kTAM, where all tile
types attach to lattice sites at the same rate, and instead results in each tile type t attaching at a different
rate rtf = kf [ct] = kˆe
Gtmc . This will in turn result in a tile-specific Gtmc for the tile. With large enough
concentration changes,Gtmc could be changed enough that growth behavior could be substantially changed:
tiles with very high concentrations might be able to favorably attach by only one bond and would attach and
detach very rapidly, while tiles with very low concentrations might require three bonds and would attach and
detach at a vastly slower time scale, despite all bonds being the same strength. Such behavior could exhibit
interesting features, but this has not been explored. We can model small changes in concentration, however,
as perturbations ofGtmc away from some desiredGmc that don’t take us far away from equilibrium, so that
growth by two bond attachments is still slightly favorable, and the primary change is the attachment rate of
different tiles. The effect this has on error rates can be split into two parts: the change in growth errors of correct
and incorrect tiles to a valid growth site, and the changes in facet nucleation that can cause backward growth.
Concentration and Growth Errors
To analyze growth rate effects, we’ll consider a simple situation of two tiles. Each tile is able to attach correctly,
by two bonds, to a particular growth site, and is able to attach almost-correctly, by one bond, to the correct
growth site for the other tile. We’ll assume that the first tile, tile A, is at an unmodified concentration with
GAmc = Gmc = 2Gse − , while for tile B we will modify the concentration so thatGBmc = Gmc − δ, where
δ ≡ ln cB/cA is positive for a raised concentration, and negative for a lowered concentration.
While error rates for each growth site could be determined in the kinetic trapping model, the energetics-based
approximation can quickly provide results. For the correct site for tile A, attachment of A would result in
a total free energy change of ∆G = Gmc − 2Gse = −, while incorrect attachment of B would result in
∆G = Gmc − δ −Gse = Gse −  − δ; the difference provides our approximate error rate PAerr = e−Gse+δ .
The same process for A incorrectly attaching in the correct site forB results in PBerr = e
−Gse−δ .
Intuitively, these error rates mean that, when the concentration of a tile B is lowered, error rates for that
tile attaching incorrectly elsewhere decrease, as attachment rates are lowered, while error rates for other tiles
attaching to sites whereB should attach are increased, as their attachment rates are comparatively higher. When
an entire system is considered, these two effects both change the error rate. If a system hasM sites where A
should attach, andN sites whereB should attach, then the probability of all A andB tiles attaching perfectly
can be approximated as
Pperfect =
(
1− e−Gse+δ)M (1− e−Gse−δ)N (4.1)
When δ is varied, this probability will change, as shown in Figure 4.2. As error rates will depend upon the
number of locations of each type,M and N affect the optimal δ and error rates; intuitively, having a lower
concentration of the tile that should appear less frequently will reduce overall error rates, despite raising them
for its correspondingly less frequent attachment sites. The effect of any concentration variations on growth
error rates is limited, however, by two factors: firstly, as δ is only logarithmically dependent upon concentration,
concentration changes don’t show the exponential error increase seen with energetics changes. Secondly, since
changing δ increases error rates for one lattice site while reducing it for another, these two changes cancel out
each other to some extent, and it is only the difference in the two effects that remains.
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Figure 4.2: Growth errors with concentration variance. Considering two tiles, with one (green) at a varied
concentration, (a) shows how each tile can attach by one bond in the location where the other would correctly
attach, with two different rates. (b) shows the theoretical probability of having no errors occur in a system that
should have M (first number) yellow tile locations and N (second number) green tile locations, given a varying
ratio of concentrations.
Thus, as seen, the probability of perfect attachments changes relatively slowly despite significant changes
in concentration; even when tiles are used equally in a correct assembly, and one tile has a concentration
that is only 20% that of the other, yield still remains more than half the optimal yield. Small variations in
concentration have little effect, and while concentrations can be optimized for assemblies with different numbers
of different tile types by finding a δ that maximizes Pperfect, the increase in yield over 1000 tiles is relatively
small, in turn implying a very small change in error rates. Jang et al also considered the effects of choosing
optimized concentrations, and found only moderate improvements in simulated error rates [29], while Chen
and Kao observed only slightly more substantial improvements in simulations despite using tile systems with
significant differences in tile frequency [9].
While this result suggests that clever choices of concentration cannot significantly reduce rates of growth
errors, it is actually considerably reassuring. From an experimental protocol perspective, the result suggests
that experimental variability in tile concentrations will not severely impact growth error rates, and that precise
control of concentrations may not be vital for accurate growth. From a design perspective, the result gives some
freedom to use modified concentrations to address other considerations, without being concerned about severe
impacts on growth error rates.
Concentration, Facet Nucleation and Growth Order
Since the growth rates of different parts of a system will be affected by the concentrations of the tiles involved,
and thus the rates of facet nucleation are impacted, it is reasonable to think that even if concentration variations
do not significantly affect growth errors, they may affect facet nucleation and growth order, potentially resulting
in significant sources of errors. The effects of facet nucleation on actual error rates are difficult to determine
in general: different assemblies will have varying numbers of sites where facet nucleation can occur as they
grow, and even if facet nucleation does occur, with subsequent backward growth, there is the possibility that
the correct tiles will still attach, just not in the correct order.
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Figure 4.3: Backwards growth from facet nucleation in two different directions. If facet nucleation occurs on the
low-value boundary (a), the copying row still attaches correctly despite growing backward. If it instead occurs
on the high-value boundary (b), growth of the counting row is not deterministic and may be incorrect. In
simulations (200 per point) of the system with [high] = 0.25[middle] andGmc = 21, (c) shows the probability
of constructing an error-free counter of approximately 30 increment rows.
For the specific case of the binary counter system, differences in sequence energetics initiallymotivated analysis
of how changing the relative concentrations of the nucleation barrier tiles, already at lowered concentrations to
reduce spurious crystal nucleation, might improve yield. In qualitative laboratory experiments, increasing the
concentration of the “low-bit” barrier over the “high-bit” barrier tiles resulted in significantly better-formed
ribbons, and simulations showed significantly lower error rates. In fact, simulations showed lower error rates
even without considering sequence energetics, suggesting that some other, more fundamental phenomenon
was involved.
The reason for these results lies in the logic of the binary counter, and in facet nucleation that does not result
in errors. For both nucleation barriers, facet nucleation of further nucleation barrier tiles will not immediately
result in an error: all sticky ends in both blocks are unique, and so the only tiles that can attach to sites by one
bond are the same tiles that would attach correctly in the same locations. Once attached, however, growth of a
row in the ribbon can proceed out of order, with either two sides of the same row growing competitively, or two
rows growing simultaneously in the same direction as shown in Figure 4.3(a-b).
In zig-zag binary counter growth, the actual incrementing of the binary counter takes place in a low-bit side to
high-bit side direction; growth in the opposite direction is non-deterministic, as incrementing or copying tiles
can attach to the same locations (Figure 4.3(b)). Without further facet nucleation or growth errors, on the other
hand, the copying rows, despite normally attaching from the high-bit side to low-bit side, will attach correctly
regardless of growth direction. Thus facet nucleation on the low-bit side will be unlikely to result in logical
errors in growth, while facet nucleation on the high-bit side will have a high probability of causing errors.
Since at equal concentrations, each boundary will be present for approximately equal time in a correctly
assembling system, and facet nucleation is equally likely on either side, the relative rates of facet nucleation will
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depend upon the relative concentrations of the high and low boundaries. Furthermore, if backward growth
of a row has already started, it is less likely that facet nucleation on the other side will have a chance to cause
incorrect attachments. Thus, since facet nucleation from the low-bit side won’t result in counting errors, a
higher concentration of the low-bit side tiles would be expected to result in lower actual error rates and more
accurate counting.
Figure 4.3(c) shows simulations with varying concentrations of the low boundary tiles that illustrate this. The
concentration of high boundary tiles is 25% that of normal counting tiles in all simulations. With concentrations
of low boundary tiles below 25%, the probability of assembling a correct counter of approximately 20 rows is
relatively low, while above 25%, the probability sharply increases.
This optimization, however, works by making more likely an “error” (facet nucleation of the low-bit boundary)
in growth order that doesn’t result in actual errors being incorporated into the assembly. Increasingly higher
concentrations of the low boundary make this backward growth increasingly likely, and move away from
the correct, zig-zag growth of the system. Since counting doesn’t depend upon correct zig-zag growth, high
concentrations of the low-boundary can significantly lower error rates. If the system were modified in some
way that did depend upon correct zig-zag growth, then this optimization would be limited.
4.4 Finite Assemblies and Capping
One process that requires correct zig-zag growth of the counter, unfortunately, is stopping growth to produce
finite assemblies. Overflows take place on the high-bit side of the counter, and must be detected there. This
detection must have a global effect, stopping growth throughout the system, and thus the order of growth does
need to be controlled so that facet nucleation on the low-bit side doesn’t take place before growth is stopped.
In the aTAM, finite assemblies arise naturally out of the rules behind tile attachment. When an assembly
reaches a state where no further correct attachments can take place, growth simply stops. In the case of the
counter system, for example, growth continues until an overflow occurs, proceeding to the high-bit boundary
with an increment sticky end instead of a copy sticky end. Since there is no high-bit boundary tile that can
attach to an increment sticky end, growth can’t continue, and the counter stops.
From a kTAM perspective, however, this assembly is highly prone to further incorrect “cancerous” growth.
A growth site that doesn’t allow any correct attachment in the aTAM can still be filled with an insufficiently
attaching tile; as there is no correct attachment at the site, this will take place at the same rate as facet nucleation.
Normal facet nucleation can also take place along the entire edge of the final row. Since there is no further
correct growth, the probability that the assembly will remain correct goes to zero over time: if an insufficient
attachment can take place, it eventually will.
If there are no locations where a tile can attach by any strength, however, such facet nucleation won’t be able
to take place. This motivates capping: structures with null bonds (experimentally implemented as hairpin ends)
along exposed sides that “cap” an assembled system by covering all the remaining sticky ends that could allow
for cancerous facet nucleation. A simple design can be seen in Figure 4.5(a), along with traces of assembly size
versus time are shown for 20 simulations. These traces show a problem with this design: while some counters
will never have the cap attach, or will have errors that will result in incorrect lengths, even counters with caps
that do attach correctly, and remain at the correct size for some time, will eventually start growing again. At the
end of the simulations shown, only 3 of the 20 assemblies remain capped.
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Figure 4.4: Energy diagram of cap failure. Each cap tile detachment, for tiles attached by two bonds, results in a
free energy increase of . In the worst case, once the cap is detached, a single error, with a free energy increase
ofGse − , can allow unbounded favorable growth (with free energy changes of− per step).
Watching simulations, the reason for this failure is clear, and is related to the fundamentals of the kTAM.
While further growth cannot take place when the cap is attached, the detachment of tiles, and the resulting
random walk or “breathing” of growth, especially for tiles attached by two bonds, means that the cap will
not always be attached. Once a facet nucleation event takes place while the cap is partially or fully detached,
cancerous growth can start, resulting in capping failure. Intuitively, no matter how large or stable a cap, there
will thus always be some rate for the cap to fail: even if the entire assembly must detach for an error to take
place in the initial seeding.
Whether this challenge in constructing stable finite algorithmic assemblies is fundamental to the kTAM is
unclear. Uniquely-addressed tile systems have no such problem: there is no rate for cancerous growth, as once
an assembly has completed, detachments can only be filled with correct tiles. Beyond the kTAM, experimental
works have also demonstrated uniquely-addressed finite assemblies [33, 77]. It is an open question as to
whether an algorithmic system could be designed to have similar properties, or whether algorithmic behavior
necessarily results in the potential for erroneous, cancerous growth.
A more reasonable goal in designing a system to construct finite assemblies, however, is to have a cap with a
failure rate low enough that it will, on average, survive for significantly longer than the average time for the
structure to assemble. This is similar to spurious nucleation: whereas for spurious nucleation we are concerned
with the rate of formation for assemblies that are critical nuclei, for cap failure, we are concerned with the rate
that critical nuclei for cancerous growth form from some series of attachments to and detachments from the
final assembly, which acts as a type of seed.
As with spurious crystal nucleation, this failure rate can be related to the favorability of failure pathways. One
example is shown in Figure 4.4. A fully assembled cap, with each tile attached by two bonds, can disassemble
(withGmc = Gse − ) by unfavorable steps of free energy change∆G = . Once fully detached, some error
must take place for cancerous growth to occur, making the pathway more unfavorable, but then cancerous
growth can occur by favorable steps. In many cases, since the detachment steps becomemore favorable closer to
equilibrium, the energy barrier for cap failure can decrease closer to equilibrium, where  is smaller, in contrast
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Figure 4.5: Two cap designs. (a) shows the counter with no cap. As seen in traces of counter size over time in 20
simulations that overflow at 14 rows, growth does not stop despite the lack of any aTAM-correct attachments.
(b) shows a cap design that covers most sticky ends, not allowing facet nucleation that could result in cancerous
growth. However, as facet nucleation can occur when the cap is partially or fully detached, the cap often fails
in simulation, either before attaching or after being attached for some time. (c) shows a two-row cap design,
where the second row consists of double tiles that attach by three correct bonds. While this cap does not always
attach correctly, and errors can also occur in counting itself, the cap largely stays attached once attached.
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to growth errors, facet nucleation, and spurious nucleation.
There are thus two ways to decrease the rate of cap failure: the barrier to cap detachment can be increased, or
the barrier to cancerous growth can be increased. Proofreading could be used to reduce facet nucleation errors
and growth errors that could result in cancerous growth, but it would have to be used for all locations where
such errors could occur. Adding more tiles to the cap could help, but as each tile attaching by two bonds would
add  to the barrier, the effect would still diminish when approaching equilibrium. Individual tile detachment
steps could be made less favorable by having tiles attach by three bonds rather than two, but this would then
make erroneous, premature cap attachment problematic, as tiles would be very unlikely to fall off once attached.
One compromise is to use a cap that initially attaches weakly, allowing correction of premature attachment,
and then has a series of strong, three-bond tile attachments that strongly lock the cap in place. Even a single such
attachment will fall off at a rate slower than two-tile detachment by a factor of e−Gse ; thus multiple attachments
at reasonable values ofGse will result in a cap that will fail, after full attachment, very slowly.
Such a system is shown in Figure 4.5(c). In simulations with the same parameters as the first cap design, some
counters still never have the cap attach correctly; some also have errors in counting, possibly caused by cap tiles
interfering with growth, that result in the cap stopping growth at the wrong length. However, the majority of
counters stop correctly, and once capped, remain capped for the duration of the simulations.
4.5 The Spurious Counter System
As seen in the previous section, the zig-zag binary counter system can be used to make finite assemblies through
the use of a capping construction. It is disappointing, however, that the cap prevents us from using significant
concentration variations to reduce facet nucleation. In our experimental results, most errors seen seem to be
from facet nucleation.
Full snaked proofreading could significantly ameliorate this problem [7]. For a zig-zag system, however, this
would require that each row be transformed into at least two rows that grow in parallel in the same directions,
making the system considerably more complex.
In considering an alternative system design, we examined the possibilities of designing systems that took
advantage of specifics of the kTAM in their fundamental logic. While the aTAM approximates the behavior of
the kTAM in the limit of long assembly time and low concentrations, and the abstract nature of the growth
makes intuitive design of complex systems comparatively simple, the kTAM can allow behavior, especially
probabilistic and rate-based behavior, that isn’t possible in the aTAM. In a manner similar to a programmer
writing assembly to take advantage of architecture-specific features in the middle of a program, kTAM-specific
tile system designs can be made.
As an example, unlike the aTAM, where attachment takes place in steps, and detachment never occurs, in
the kTAM there is an inherent hierarchy of time scales, separated by factors of eGse , for detachment of tiles
attached by different numbers of bonds. This hierarchy results in a corresponding difference of time scale for
growth through tiles that attach by two bonds, and “facet nucleation” caused by a tile that attaches to a facet by
one bond and allows further tiles to attach. Near equilibrium, normal growth will proceed at a rate∝ e−Gse ,
while facet nucleation will occur at a given site at a rate∝ e−2Gse [7].
In previous systems, facet nucleation has been considered an error, and constructions like snaked proofreading
have been developed to reduce its rate by at least a factor of eGse [7]. The selective use, however, of snaked
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Figure 4.6: The spurious counter system. The tile system uses six 2 × 2 blocks, plus three other blocks for
capping, as shown in (a). Unique bonds are indicated by small black dots; tiles edges without dots are null
bonds that do not contribute to binding. Rows are nucleated by facet nucleation in the low-value boundary,
which does not incorporate snaked proofreading, and proceeds downward by snaked growth as in (b). The cap
attaches quickly, in comparison to row nucleation, after an overflow condition is reached. This counter, for
simulations of a six-bit system starting at 101110, assemblies quickly and with high accuracy. Row nucleation
and cap attachment can be regulated by changing the concentrations of the tiles involved; in simulations, a 10×
concentration of low boundary tiles and 2× concentration of cap tiles was used relative to all other tiles.
proofreading allows us considerable control over where facet nucleation will likely occur. Facet nucleation is
only an error in that it allows growth out of correct order, and attachment by less than a sufficient number of
bonds for aTAM growth. With intentional facet nucleation, desired growth can be achieved with a system that
will not function in the aTAM.
We make use of controlled facet nucleation to design the “spurious counter” system, illustrated in Figure
4.6(a-c). While similar in appearance to the zig-zag binary counter, growth does not proceed in a zig-zag
fashion. The low-bit side boundary uses uniform proofreading that does not reduce facet nucleation, while
all other blocks use snaked proofreading that significantly reduces it. From an aTAM perspective, the system
should not work at all: once a row has completed, there are no further aTAM-correct attachments: the only way
for the next row to start is with a facet nucleation event.
Since the low-bit boundary does not have reduced facet nucleation, it is very likely that facet nucleation
will occur there compared with other blocks along the edge of a completed row. Since the bonds within the
boundary are unique, attachment by one bond is still deterministic, and will result in a correct block from
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which the next row can grow. Facet nucleation, however, will still take place at a rate of approximately e−2Gse ,
compared with the system’s average growth rate of e−Gse . Thus, for high enoughGse, normal growth will be
fast enough that a row will be very likely to complete before facet nucleation occurs to start the next row.
This use of two different growth rates—one for normal growth and one for intentional facet nucleation—allows
a control over growth order with high probability that would be impossible in the aTAM. Capping in this system
can be achieved in much the same way that capping is implemented in the zig-zag binary counter. A capping
row that is nucleated with normal growth will tend to attach much faster than a new row will be nucleated
through intentional facet nucleation.
Since facet nucleation is controlled via snaked proofreading in areas where it isn’t intended to occur, the system
can have significantly reduced error rates. As shown in Figure 4.6(d), simulations of wider and longer counter
ribbons than the simulated zig-zag counters from Figure 4.5(b) result in very high yields under comparable
conditions.
The construction of this system is one example of a design that takes advantage of specifics of the kTAM to
allow growth that would not be possible in the aTAM. Whether there are other advantages of kTAM-based
design, and whether there may be a modular and robust way of incorporating such features into tile system
design, is an open question.
4.6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter, we have considered the design of a specific tile system—a binary counter—from the aTAM to
the kTAM level (experimental details are considered in the next chapter). Beyond serving as an illustration of
tile system design, several considerations are of more general relevance, and could warrant further research.
The result that concentration variations have relatively little effect on growth errors is reassuring: it suggests
that small experimental variations in concentrations will be unlikely to drastically increase errors. Higher
tolerances such as these translate into cheaper experiments that can be performed with less skill and expertise.
Facet nucleation, however, still looms as a complex challenge that is affected by concentration. It can result in
complex, non-obvious behavior that is extremely dependent upon specifics of the tile systems being considered.
This perhaps reiterates the importance of snaked proofreading, or some other form of facet nucleation control.
Beyond its use only in areas that are obvious candidates for proofreading, where errors can immediately
arise from growth errors or facet nucleation, our results demonstrate the usefulness of snaked proofreading
everywhere in a system. In the counter without a cap, apart from overflows, the low and high nucleation barrier
tiles have no real algorithmic behavior or choice in tile attachments, and facet nucleation can only result in
correct tiles attaching. Yet the backward growth resulting from those attachments can result in errors that may
actually be far from the initial facet nucleation.
The spurious counter system is one example of the usefulness of snaked proofreading. The cap design doesn’t
incorporate the “strong” attachment of tiles by three bonds used in the cap for the zig-zag counter. Since
proofreading is used throughout, the barrier to cancerous growth is high enough that the cap still works.
Similarly, the facet nucleation complexities of the zig-zag counter can largely be ignored for the spurious counter,
where undesired facet nucleation during growth is unlikely.
Our capping construction works in simulation, and preliminary results in Chapter 5 suggest that it likely
forms correctly in experiments. Capping, however, and the construction of finite assemblies in the kTAM,
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seems to be a major, interesting topic for further research. Finite assemblies are widely studied in the aTAM,
but stopping growth is trivial. The kTAMmakes the reliable construction of finite assemblies far more complex
and challenging.
The mechanisms used in the spurious counter are a short foray into kTAM-based tile system design, and point
to the possibility of growth behavior that would be impossible in the aTAM. Design beyond the aTAM in this
way, rather than constructions to move kTAM system behavior closer to the aTAM, is largely unstudied. It is
possible that such designs, though more difficult to understand, could result in more efficient, simpler systems
with better experimental viability, much like processor-specific assembly in high-performance computing.
Research into robust, perhaps modular design making use of the kTAM, beyond the clever trick we used here,
could be rewarding.
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Chapter 5
Toward a Capping, Self-Assembling DNATile Binary
Counter
5.1 Introduction
Self-assembly of DNA tiles, as seen in previous chapters, has significant theoretical potential as a technique for
programmably constructing nanoscale structures. The ability to have a small system of tiles that can, depending
upon programmable input, form into a wide variety of different structures with high yield and precision is very
appealing.
Experimentally, however, tile assembly of finite structures has largely been limited to tile systems with uniquely-
addressed tiles [77, 33]. While the results of these experiments have been impressive, such constructions are
limited in scale: each additional tile in the final assembly requires another unique tile type, and more unique
sticky ends, while the maximum numbers of both are limited by sequence space considerations [17]. Construct-
ing different structures requires different sets of tiles.
Utilizing algorithmic self-assembly would allow small sets that could construct very large, programmable
structures. Experiments with algorithmic systems, however, have largely been designed to grow unbounded
assemblies, which are then examined after growth for some period of time [22, 57, 3, 4]. Control of nucleation
and error rates have been gradually diminishing challenges, and increasingly complex assemblies have become
feasible.
In this chapter, we use an experimental implementation of the zig-zag binary counter system from Chapter 4,
with and without a capping mechanism, incorporating several advances in design and growth as described
in Chapter 1 [61, 64], to work toward low error rate, high accuracy algorithmic self assembly that can result
in programmable, finite structures. In theory, our system can produce fixed-width ribbons of programmable
length limited only by the number of bits in the seed and with a resolution of 13 nm. Our experimental system
uses an origami seed that constructs a 5-bit ribbon, limiting length to around 800 nm.
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In order to grow such structures with reasonable yield, an error rate is required that is significantly lower than
1/N for a structure ofN tiles; for our system, this results in error rate requirements of around 1.6% per tile for
a counter of 2 rows, down to 0.1% for a counter of 32 rows. While experiments with bit-copying ribbons have
previously found error rates of between 0.065% to 0.009% [4, 64], experiments with binary counter ribbons
have found error rates of approximately 10% per tile [3] in 2005 to 1% per tile [4] in 2009, with the best crystals
counting from 0 to 6 without errors. Without the inclusion of capping, we have found error rates in preliminary
samples of around 0.13% per tile, with two crystals that counted perfectly from 0 to 31. Preliminary data of the
binary counter system with a capping mechanism has also resulted in ribbon structures that show evidence of
being capped.
Nucleation of correct-width ribbons, however, is lower than desirable, with numerous ribbons showing lattice
defects in the origami-ribbon attachment that cause reduced width counters (counting still takes place correctly).
Capping results suggest that the cap structure may significantly impede correct growth of the counter system,
requiring further optimization. Additionally, analysis of the types of errors seen in our results suggests certain
mechanisms for errors in the system that could be examined further and optimized.
5.2 Design
The binary counter system used in this chapter, illustrated in Figure 5.1(b-c), is an experimental implementation
of the design presented in Chapter 4. For the counter itself, 22 DAO-E tiles were used with 5 nt sticky ends in a
zig-zag ribbon system nucleating from a long rectangle origami structure with 16 “adapter” tiles, derived from
the systems used in Barish et al and Schulman et al [4, 63, 64]. The core and sticky end sequences for these
tiles were taken from DAO-E tiles used successfully in those experiments, and rearranged to fit the logic of the
system.
The two-layer capping structure shown in 5.1(d) was based on the capping considerations and mechanism
discussed in Chapter 4, but for simplicity incorporates the double tile from the low-bit boundary of the counter.
The core sequences of the other 9 tiles in the structure were designed using a modified version of Pepper and
spuriousC that incorporated spuriousC’s scoring function into a simulated annealing algorithm [38]. The
additional sticky end sequences used for the cap were designed using an early version of StickyDesign [17].
In order to interpret images of grown crystals, some form of labelling was needed. While many previous
experiments incorporated hairpin labels on specific tiles, there is evidence that hairpins on tiles have significant
effects on energetics and growth. We instead incorporated two internal biotin-modified dTs into the core
sequences of tiles wewished to label, using the biotin-streptavidin tile labelling technique developed in Schulman
et al [64]. For our earlier experiments, the T0-D tile in zero blocks was labelled, while for later experiments, the
T1-C tile in one blocks was labelled instead.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the concentrations of different tiles in a system can have important effects on
growth order, and need to be considered when designing a system. Throughout our experiments, we varied the
concentrations we used in hopes of achieving better results. In general, concentrations of zero and one tiles were
100 nM. While later analysis (in Chapter 4) showed that the change was unlikely to have significant effects on
error rates, incrementing tiles were used at 70 nM owing to their lower frequency of use. Low-bit and high-bit
boundary tiles were used at between 25 nM and 50 nM, with the concentration of the low-bit side between
1.4 to 2 times that of the high-bit side. The lowered concentrations were intended to lower rates of spurious
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Figure 5.1: Design of the binary counter system. (a) shows the DAO-E structures of two tiles with their
sequences; all tile structures are shown in Appendix A. (b) shows the tiles used for the counter system, which
nucleates from an origami seed with adapter tiles to form a 16-wide ribbon (c). The two-layer cap uses the tiles
in (d) to form the structure shown in (e) when the counter overflows. (e) also shows a counter ribbon that
starts at a value through the use of alternate adapter strands.
nucleation, as the boundary tiles by themselves make a critical nucleus for a 6-tile-wide zig-zag ribbon, as
described in Chapter 1. The excess of the low-bit boundary tiles was motivated by facet nucleation and growth
order considerations discussed in Chapter 4: except when considering cap attachment, backward growth from
the low-bit boundary is less likely to cause errors than backward growth from the high-bit boundary.
5.3 Experimental Methods
Experiments for this chapter were performed over a number of years, with differing samples and strands. After
a successful sample in 2010, subsequent samples had significantly higher error rates, lower yields of correctly
nucleated ribbons, and numerous problems with growth that were often tracked down to particular tile types;
reordering component strands would often resolve these problems, while other would arise. Strands used
in these experiments were a combination of numerous orders over several years, sometimes used for several
other experiments; some strands were over 5–7 years old, stored in water at−20 ◦C and frozen and thawed an
unknown number of times.
In response, for later experiments, we reordered all strands used in the system, with the exception of scaffold
and staple strands for the origami seed. In doing so, we incorporated a single design change, moving the biotin
label from the zero tile block to the one tile block to simplify the interpretation of counting.
In the older experiments, DNA strands (Integrated DNA Technologies) for the system were PAGE-purified.
In the newer experiments, they were instead either HPLC-purified (for tile and adapter strands shorter than
60 nt) or PAGE-purified (for tile strands longer than 60 nt). In both, guard strands (discussed below) and
origami staple strands were left unpurified; as they could be present in vast excess, and were not part of the
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algorithmic self-assembly process, it was not expected that purity would be important. The origami scaffold
used was M13mp18 (Bayou Biolabs). Concentrations used for various components are described in detail in
Appendix A.
Samples of all system strands mixed together, in TAE/Mg2+ buffer (40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1
mM EDTA, 12.5 mM Mg acetate), were grown using the constant-temperature growth method described
in Schulman et al and Chapter 1 [64], with gradient-capable thermocyclers (Eppendorf). Samples were first
heated to 90 ◦C, then reduced to 37 ◦C at 1 ◦C/min and held at this temperature for 6 hours, as an anneal for
individual tiles that remained significantly above the melting temperature for ribbons. The temperature was
then reduced at 0.1 ◦C/min to a ribbon growth temperature around 32 to 33 ◦C, depending upon the sample,
and left at this temperature for between 10 to over 90 hours.
The intention of this protocol was to allow constant temperature growth near equilibrium, but settings required
for melting temperature depend both on exact tile concentrations (that vary based on pipetting error and strand
purity) and thermocycler temperature accuracy. As a result, instead of searching for ideal growth temperatures,
we ran multiple samples with a gradient of±1 ◦C around an approximate growth temperature.
To image, “guard strands” that were complementary to sticky-end-containing strands on particular tiles
(described in Appendix A) were added in significant excess (at least 20×; see Appendix A) to samples, which
were then left at the growth temperature for between 10 to 30minutes. These strands served to deactivate a
sufficient number of tiles in the system to prevent further growth, as described in Chapter 1. Samples were then
imaged on mica at room temperature using a MultiMode AFM (Bruker) with a Nanoscope IIIa controller in
fluid tapping mode. A modified buffer with 100mM of added Na+ was added as needed to lower mica-DNA
interactions in order to obtain cleaner images. In some experiments, a “washing” technique was also employed,
where the sample was deposited on mica with the sodium-added buffer, which was then replaced several times
before adding unmodified buffer; this process was meant to remove deactivated free tiles and other material
that might increase background noise, while still resulting in crystals that strongly adhered to mica for optimal
imaging. However, imaging in this manner was not found to be significantly better than simply imaging with
some amount of added sodium buffer to an extent that the extra effort was worthwhile, and it was not used in
later experiments. In all experiments, 1 µM streptavidin was used, and added after deposition of the samples
on mica, sometimes after initial imaging without labels. Around 2 µL to 5 µL was usually added to samples,
taking into account resulting images and background attachment of streptavidin to mica.
5.4 Results and Analysis
Counting
Samples of the counting system without a cap resulted in several long, high-accuracy ribbons, with a selection
of them shown in Figure 5.2. For the older experiments, we found one ribbon that correctly nucleated and
counted with only one error for 64 rows. After this point, the ribbon began to become narrower through lattice
defects, and showed more errors; a possible explanation is that at this point in growth some tiles may have been
depleted compared to others. In a sample with reordered strands, held at 33 ◦C for approximately 97 hours, we
found numerous ribbons that appeared to be counting correctly. Some, with errors in nucleation from origami,
resulted in 4-bit or narrower ribbons, though these also counted; they are shown along with other problematic
ribbons in Figure 5.3.
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In total, we analyzed six 5-bit ribbons: the first correctly-nucleated ribbon found in the older sample, and
the first five correctly-nucleated 5-bit ribbons from the newer sample. Excluding overflows (discussed below),
these counters had a combined 264 rows, 1,380 counting blocks (not including nucleation blocks), or 8,508
tiles. With 11 errors, this resulted in an error rate per row of around 4.2%, per counting block of 0.80%, or per
tile (with 30 tiles per increment) of 0.13%. Including only ribbons from the new sample resulted in an error
rate per counting block of 0.96%. Both counter (a) from experiments with the older strands and one counter
(c) from the newer experiments successfully counted from 0 to 31 with no errors (as a comparison, the example
in Barish et al counted correctly from 0 to 6 [4]).
In all crystals, there were some locations where counting logic in adjacent rows was clearly correct, but a
streptavidin label likely either did not attach or actually detached; in some cases, it was clear that the label, or
even the entire tile, had been forcibly detached by the AFM tip, sometimes disappearing mid-frame. We have
described these bits as labelling errors, and have not included them as actual errors for error rate purposes.
Without a cap, ribbonswere free to continue growing after an overflowwith only a single insufficient attachment.
Thus, all ribbons seen reached an overflow and continued growing. During some overflows, the counting reset
to zero, while in others, high-value ones that should correctly have been incremented instead remained ones.
This behavior is not unexpected: the simplest errors resulting in continued ribbon growth after an overflow are
(1) the high-value boundary attaching with one error, and continuing growth normally with an all-zero value,
(2) copying one tiles attaching in place of incrementing zero tiles, allowing the high-value boundary to attach
normally and continuing growth with one or more high-value ones, or (3) facet nucleation anywhere along the
facet, with several different possibilities for resulting counter value. Interestingly, ribbons remained the same
width after overflows, despite simulations suggesting the possibility of width changes or even cancerous growth
lacking the high-value boundary. This was particularly striking in narrow, 2-bit counters in older experiments
that were seen in some samples; these correctly counted and remained the same width, despite requiring an
insufficient attachment every few rows in order to continue growth.
All errors other than overflows seen in analyzed counters resulted in the same logical error: after correctly
incrementing in lower-value bits, a higher-value 1 bit that should have been copied from the previous row was
instead incremented again, changing to a 0 and propagating the “incrementing” action to higher-value bits
until reaching a 0, as would be correct for incrementing behavior. This is an expected error for the system. An
incrementing zero tile block, attaching instead of a copying one, requires only one insufficient attachment, and
would explain the error. Alternatively, an incrementing one tile block, attaching via facet nucleation to a zero in
the previous row, would result in higher-value bits being (correctly) copied and lower-value bits being grown
out of order and flipped. Finally, facet nucleation in the high-bit boundary could allow backward growth of the
incrementing row. In this case, no high-value one could be flipped to a zero without further errors, but a zero
could be flipped to a one by an incrementing one tile, resulting in the same backward growth error.
However, other expected errors were not seen: no instances of bits being incorrectly copied rather than
incremented were found, for example, nor were there any errors that could be explained by an incrementing
one tile simply attaching via growth error and continuing with normal growth, which would have resulted in a
one appearing in a sea of zeros.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.2: AFM images of binary counters without capping. (a) is from experiments run in 2010, and uses
biotin labels on zero blocks, with older strands. (b-d) are from 2014, and use biotin labels on one blocks, with a
new order of strands. (c) is a composite of two images. Red boxes show locations of counting errors; yellow
boxes show overflows, and purple boxes show locations where labels were not present, but analysis of adjacent
rows suggested that a labelled tile was present without an attached streptavidin, a “labelling error” that was not
an actual error in growth. Green boxes illustrate corresponding rows in the images and interpretations. All
ribbons are 5 bit counters, and correctly nucleated; each ribbon is approximately 80 nm wide.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(a) (b)
500 nm1 µm
Figure 5.3: (a) shows a wide-field image of the 2014 sample, with correctly and incorrectly nucleated ribbons.
(b) shows several examples of ribbons with problems: a (1) 5-bit ribbon that narrows to 4 bits, (2) broken ribbon,
presumably broken during deposition, (3) poorly nucleated ribbon, (5) ribbon fragment, and (6) origami seed
without any ribbon growth.
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Figure 5.4: Preliminary AFM images of binary counters with evidence of capping.
Capping
In a preliminary experiment to examine cap growth, with the older set of strands, counters were grown starting
from a very high value (11100) such that they would overflow very quickly. While streptavidin labelling of the
results was inconsistent and problematic, several very short ribbons were seen. These ribbons, shown in Figure
5.4, all exhibited straight facets with a uniform “notched” point, also seen in the diagram of a capped ribbon. In
(b) in particular, three rows of tiles after this notch are clearly visible, as expected for a correctly attached cap
structure, and the structure additionally appears qualitatively similar in shape to a well-formed cap.
These results suggest that the cap structure is likely able to form correctly. However, numerous structures
in the background, and the poor labelling of the structures, suggest that capping may have interfered with
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counting or that there may have been continuing problems with the older set of strands. The inconsistency
of results with the older strands calls into question many matters of error rates and yield when using them.
Further experiments, with our newer strands, will be necessary to properly investigate capping.
5.5 Discussion
Our results are preliminary, and need to be expanded. However, they do show that accurate algorithmic
self-assembly is possible at present with improved technologies. The counters seen with our newer strands were
by no means elusive; they were the product of our first attempt at growth with the reordered strands, and did
not require precise optimization of concentrations or temperatures. We hope that further results may be able to
improve upon what we have already seen, and also result in finite, programmable structures through capping.
The types of errors that we see warrant some further analysis. Despite several counting errors being possible
from the lack of full proofreading and seen in simulations, only one type has been seen experimentally. This
may suggest that facet nucleation is a larger problem than might be expected. Width-change errors, seen both in
our results and earlier ribbon experiments [4, 64], seem to occur through lattice defects that aren’t considered in
the kTAM. Furthermore, overflow behavior may be different experimentally and in the kTAM, with simulations
often changing width at overflows. All of these factors may indicate areas where experiments may diverge from
the kTAM. Analyzing the relative prevalence of different errors and the ways they arise in simulation and more
extensive experimental results could prove insightful.
The most comparable earlier experimental results for algorithmic self-assembly come from Barish et al and
Schulman et al [4, 64]. Barish et al [4], using a similar binary counting system with earlier experimental
techniques, achieved an error rate of 4.1% per counting block for selected ribbons, after purification and
ligation. By comparison, our unpurified, preliminary results have an error rate of 0.80% per block. Barish et
al [4] also presents results for a similar ribbon that copies bits rather than incrementing, using the same older
techniques. This system, which lacks the proofreading problems (described in Chapter 4) of the binary counter
system and has some tolerance of facet nucleation, resulted in error rates of 0.26% per block. With techniques
similar to ours, Schulman et al [64] found copy ribbon error rates of 0.034%. Thus improvements in growth
methods for both systems have resulted in similar error rate improvements, while the significantly lower error
rates for the copying system are likely the consequence of better proofreading and control of facet nucleation,
both matters of tileset design.
These comparisons, and the types of errors seen, suggest that while the advances used to achieve our results
have largely been improved experimental techniques and some new designs built around a proven base, further
improvementmay be limited by intrinsic design problems, especially facet nucleation. The design of a completely
new binary counter system could incorporate many significant improvements, such as snaked proofreading,
optimized sequence design and energetics-optimized concentrations. It is tempting to think about just how
much better such a design might work, especially since the only errors in counting we have seen so far have
been errors that would be greatly reduced by snaked proofreading.
As noted above, the uniform, zig-zagging proofreading of copy ribbons seems to result in more than a ten-fold
reduction in error experimentally. With snaked proofreading, perhaps even another ten-fold reduction could
be achieved, and use of 3× 3 snaked proofreading might reduce error rates even further. Additionally, our
results in Chapter 3 suggest that with improvements to sequence design and assignment, which have not yet
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been implemented in any experimental system, a further five-to-ten-fold reduction in error rates might be
possible. With the combination of these fundamental design improvements, and a system that is designed
with careful consideration of the issues raised in this thesis, a considerable reduction in error rates might be
possible: even if the reductions do not combine perfectly, or other limiting factors arise at some level (strand
quality or malformed tiles, for example), it may still be possible to reduce experimental errors, with our current
understanding of tile assembly, by a factor of 100 to 1000. Considering our current 0.14% per tile error rate,
this could allow for high yields with structures of 70,000 to 700,000 tiles. With the latter, even a full 12-bit
counter, counting to 4096, might be possible, allowing a precise ribbon of up to 0.1mm to be constructed while
keeping 13 nm resolution.
Another consideration is the potential for more complex systems, with more tile types. As discussed in
Chapter 3, sequence space is a limiting factor for the number of unique sticky ends, especially for the 5 nt
ends of the DAO-E tiles used in most algorithmic self-assembly experiments. Taking into account sticky end
sequence orientation, and allowing for a non-orthogonal binding energy fraction of sij ≤ 0.5, our sequence
designer in Section 3.3 could provide around 80 sticky ends (40 5′-terminating and 40 3′-terminating). Even
with longer sticky ends, the number of possible sticky end types may be limited when compared to the number
used in complex theoretical constructions.
However, the sequence assignment algorithm in Chapter 3 should work particularly well in combination with
proofreading, as sticky ends inside proofreading blocks will not typically result in sensitive sticky-end pairs,
and so with more proofreading, the use of lower-quality sequences, allowing stronger non-orthogonal binding,
may be possible; this would significantly enlarge the number of possible sticky ends. Also, from a theoretical
perspective, even around 80 sticky ends may allow for interesting and complex algorithmic behavior; the design
of tile systems that make parsimonious use of sticky ends could be an interesting area of theoretical research. It
is possible that design methods could employ a larger number of tile types to compensate: 80 sticky ends types
could allow for up to 480 different tile types. Perhaps reuse of sticky ends, or some form of sticky-end-type
reducing transformation, could be a worthwhile area of investigation.
Of more immediate experimental interest, however, remains the issue of facet nucleation and the potential of
full snaked proofreading. While snaked proofreading has not yet been implemented in an experimental system
beyond tests of its basic mechanism, it is extremely promising in theory and simulations [7, 10]. Is it the future
of experimental algorithmic self-assembly?
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Appendix A
SupplementaryMaterial for Binary Counter
Experiments
A.1 Concentrations
Samplemixing was performed in stages. Individual strands were first mixed into individual tile mixes. For single
tiles with the new strands, these were 7 µM of each shorter strand (strands 1 and 4) and 6 µM of each longer
strand (strands 2 and 3); the effective concentration was considered to be 6 µM. Each double tile was mixed
with 3 µM of strands 1 through 5, and 4 µM of strands 1 and 6; the effective concentration was considered to be
3 µM. Earlier experiments used larger concentrations for excess strands, either 3 or 5 times the concentrations
of other strands; this was not found to make a significant difference in results.
Mixes were then constructed for each two or four-tile block in the system. These were finally mixed into
samples. Concentrations used were varied slightly throughout experiments, depending upon the particular
mixes and strands used and upon previous results, but as examples the concentrations used for the new counter
results shown were:
• 50 nM of TL and TLB tiles (low-bit boundary tiles)
• 40 nM of TH and THB tiles (high-bit boundary tiles)
• 100 nM of T0 and T1 tiles (counting tiles)
• 70 nM of T0P and T1P tiles (incrementing tiles)
• 40 nM of all adapter tiles used
• 20 nM of origami staple strands
• 5 pM of origami scaffold (M13mp18)
Concentrations used for the capping results, with the older set of strands, were:
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• 35 nM of TL and TLB tiles (low-bit boundary tiles)
• 25 nM of TH and THB tiles (high-bit boundary tiles)
• 100 nM of T0 and T1 tiles (counting tiles)
• 70 nM of T0P and T1P tiles (incrementing tiles)
• 25 nM of TCH
• 100 nM of TC1 tiles
• 35 nM of TCB tiles
• 25 nM of TC2
• 50 nM of all adapter tiles used
• 50 nM of origami staple strands
• 5 pM of origami scaffold (M13mp18)
Guard strands were prepared as a 7 µM per strand mix, though as strands were not purified, and were in
significant excess, differing amounts were used in differing experiments without any differences seen in results.
Around 5 to 10 µL of this was usually added to 20 µL samples at growth temperature, after first heating the
guard mix to the same temperature.
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A.2 Tile Designs
TGAGT  GTTCATCC
AAGGA  CTCGCTCA
GAGCGAGT  CCATATCA
ATGAATCC
TCAACGCA
CAAGTAGG  ACGCTGCA
TACTTAGG  ACGACTGG
GGTATAGT
TGCGACGT
AGTTGCGT  CCGATAAC
GGCTATTG  AATGG
TGCTGACC  AGAAC
11* 4*
65*
T0-A
TTACC  GTTTCGCC
ACTCA  GCTCTACA
CGAGATGT  CCGTAATC
GTTATGCC
AAGGTACA
CAAAGCGG  ACAACGTA
CAATACGG  ACATAGCG
GGCATTAG
TGTTGCAT
TTCCATGT  CCTTAGAC
GGAATCTG  TTACC
TGTATCGC  TTCCT
6* 9
118
T0-B
AATGG  CTAGAACA
ATTGG  CTTACTCC
GAATGAGG  ACTGAGTA
AGGCGACA
TAGATGCC
GATCTTGT  CCTTTGCG
TCCGCTGT  CCCAAATC
TGACTCAT
GGAAACGC
ATCTACGG  ACTTCTGC
TGAAGACG  ACCTT
GGGTTTAG  TGAGT
7* 8*
109*
T0-C
TGGAA  CTCTTAGT
TCTTG  GCTGAAGG
CGACTTCC  TGATAACA
TTTGTAGT
TAGATCGG
GAGAATCA  GGCTCTCA
AAACATCA  GGGAAATC
ACTATTGT
CCGAGAGT
ATCTAGCC  TGGTTCGG
ACCAAGCC  ACTCA
CCCTTTAG  TAACC
10* 5
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T0-D
ATCTC  GTGACTCC
AAGGA  CTACGCTA
GATGCGAT  CCGACCAT
CCTAGCAC
TCCGACGA
CACTGAGG  ATGAGACG
GGATCGTG  AGTTGGTG
GGCTGGTA
TACTCTGC
AGGCTGCT  CCGTATCC
GGCATAGG  CAGTA
TCAACCAC  GTCAT
11* 21*
2322*
T1-A
GTCAT  GCTACGCC
TGTGT  GACGAACA
CTGCTTGT  CCTCGAAC
GGAATGCC
CCAGACCA
CGATGCGG  AAGCGTCT
CCTTACGG  ACTACCTG
GGAGCTTG
TTCGCAGA
GGTCTGGT  CCGTTGCG
GGCAACGC  AGTCT
TGATGGAC  TTCCT
23* 26
1125
T1-B
TCAGA  CGTTCCGA
TCGTA  CTCACACC
GAGTGTGG  AACCTGTC
CAAGACGA
TCCACGCC
GCAAGGCT  CCACCGAC
GTTCTGCT  CCGCTGAC
TTGGACAG
GGTGGCTG
AGGTGCGG  ATAGGAGC
TATCCTCG  ACCTT
GGCGACTG  ACACA
24* 25*
1026*
T1-C
TGGAA  CTGACCTT
CAGTA  GCACGACG
CGTGCTGC  TCAGGCTC
AGTAGGTT
TAAGCCTG
GACTGGAA  GTGGTCGG
TCATCCAA  GTCGAAGC
AGTCCGAG
CACCAGCC
ATTCGGAC  TTGGAGGC
AACCTCCG  TAGAG
CAGCTTCG  AGCAT
10* 22
2421
T1-D
ATCTC  GCCAAGGC
ATGAC  CTTCAGGA
GAAGTCCT  CGAGACTG
TAGCTGGC
CTGCCTAA
CGGTTCCG  ACTCGTGG
ATCGACCG  AAGGTCCG
GCTCTGAC
TGAGCACC
GACGGATT  CGACTAGC
GCTGATCG  ACAGA
TTCCAGGC  AGAAC
27 4*
28*22*
T0P-A
TGTCT  CTGCATCT
TGTGT  GACTCCTG
CTGAGGAC  TCTCGACG
GGTCAGGT
AAGCCTAG
GACGTAGA  GCGACCTC
CCAGTCCA  GAGTGTCC
AGAGCTGC
CGCTGGAG
TTCGGATC  TGGCAACG
ACCGTTGC  TTACC
CTCACAGG  TACTG
28 9
27*25
T0P-B
TGAGT  CTGACAGA
ATGAC  GACACGGC
CTGTGCCG  AGCATCGC
CAGCACTA
TCCGCACC
GACTGTCT  CGATGCTC
GTCGTGAT  CTCGGAAC
TCGTAGCG
GCTACGAG
AGGCGTGG  ACCATGAG
TGGTACTC  GACAT
GAGCCTTG  GTCAT
27 21*
35*5*
T1P-A
CTGTA  GACACTCC
ACTCA  CAACTCCA
GTTGAGGT  CCAGTTGG
CACAGTCC
TCTAGCCA
CTGTGAGG  ATGCTCCG
GTGTCAGG  ACAGAGTG
GGTCAACC
TACGAGGC
AGATCGGT  CAAGGACC
GTTCCTGG  AGTCT
TGTCTCAC  TTCCT
35 26
118
T1P-B
One and Zero=>One Increment Blocks
Zero and One=>Zero Increment Blocks
Figure A.1: Zero, one and increment tiles for the binary counter system.
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CTTGT  CAAACGCA
AAGGA  GTCTCACC
CAGAGTGG  ACGAAAGC
TCACGGCA
TATGAACC
GTTTGCGT  CCTTGGAC
AGTGCCGT  CCGATGTC
TGCTTTCG
GGAACCTG
ATACTTGG  ACGAGTTG
TGCTCAAC  TCGTA
GGCTACAG  AAGAG
11* 12*
1413*
THB-A
AGCAT  GGCAATCC
CGATT  CGCCAACA
GCGGTTGT  CCAACTTA
CCAGATCC
GCCGAACA
CCGTTAGG  ACATTGCA
GGTCTAGG  ACATCTCG
GGTTGAAT
TGTAACGT
CGGCTTGT  CCGTTCGC
GGCAAGCG  TTCAG
TGTAGAGC  GACAT
14* 17
1916
THB-B
AAGTC  GAACGACC
TTAGC  CTACTACA
GATGATGT  CCTTGTAA
ACTTCGCC
TAATCTCA
CTTGCTGG  ACTAACGC
TGAAGCGG  ACAACGAG
GGAACATT
TGATTGCG
ATTAGAGT  CCGTAAGC
GGCATTCG  CACTA
TGTTGCTC  GCTAA
15* 16*
1817*
THB-C
TGGAA  CAGCCAGT
TTCTC  GAGGATGG
CTCCTACC  TGCGAATC
TCTGTAGT
TGCTGTGG
GTCGGTCA  GGCTCGTC
AGACATCA  GGCGTAAC
ACGCTTAG
CCGAGCAG
ACGACACC  TGAGACGG
ACTCTGCC  GAACA
CCGCATTG  AATCG
10* 13
1512
THB-D
AAGGA  CCAGTATT
TGGTT  GGTGCAAG
CCACGTTC  TCGTCAGA
GGTACAGA
GTGTTACC
GGTCATAA  GGTATGAA
CCATGTCT  CACGAGGC
AGCAGTCT
CCATACTT
CACAATGG  AGTTAGCC
TCAATCGG  CAAAC
GTGCTCCG  TCGTA
3* 29*
3130*
TLB-A
GTTTG  AGCTATTC
TTTCC  GGAGCGAA
CCTCGCTT  CGGCATGG
AGCTTAAG
CTCGTCAA
TCGATAAG  AAATCGTA
TCGAATTC  ACACTGGC
GCCGTACC
TTTAGCAT
GAGCAGTT  GACTTTAC
CTGAAATG  CGAAT
TGTGACCG  TACTG
31* 34
27*33
TLB-B
GCTTA  CCGCTGTC
GAATG  CCGTCGCA
GGCAGCGT  CTCTATGA
TGGCTCGA
AACCATGC
GGCGACAG  ATCAGAGC
ACCGAGCT  CTTCCGTA
GAGATACT
TAGTCTCG
TTGGTACG  AGGTCAAG
TCCAGTTC  ACCTT
GAAGGCAT  AAAGG
32* 33*
1034*
TLB-C
ACCAA  ACAAGAGC
AGCAT  CAGACGGT
GTCTGCCA  CATCTTCC
GTGTTACG
AAGGATTT
TGTTCTCG  TTCCAACT
CACAATGC  TGAGTTGC
GTAGAAGG
AAGGTTGA
TTCCTAAA  GACTATGC
CTGATACG  TTCCT
ACTCAACG  CTTAC
2* 30
3229
TLB-D
AGGTT  CTACCGCA
AGAAC  GTAAGACC
TT-GG-TCTTG
TT-CC-
GATGGCGT  CGGATAAG
TGACGTGG
AGATAGGA
CATTCTGG  TGACCATA
ACTGCACC  ACGGATCG
GCCTATTC
ACTGGTAT
CCACCTGC  TTCCATAC GACAG  CCGTGCCA
CATAC  CTTCGTCC
TGCCTAGC  TGGTT
GGCTACTG  CTGTC GGCACGGT  CCATCGCC
TACACTCC
GAGTCACA
GAAGCAGG  ACAAGCGAGTATG
ATGTGAGG  ACGAAGAC
GGTAGCGG
TGTTCGCT
CTCAGTGT  CCGATTGG
TGCTTCTG  ACCAA
GGCTAACC  TCCAA
-
1’
-
2
1
3
TL
CGTTA  GCTCGGCA
CTGTA  CAAACTCC
CGAGCCGT  CCACAGAG
ACGAATCC
AACATCCA
GTTTGAGG  ACGCTATG
TTCCGTGCTTAGG  ACCAATGC
GGTGTCTC
TGCGATAC
TTGTAGGT  CCATGAGC ACGAA  CGAAAGCC
GTGAT  CGTTCGCA
TGGTTACG  AAGGC
GGTACTCG  TGCTT GCTTTCGG  ACTCGATC
TCCAGACA
CGTCATCC
GCAAGCGT  CCACTTGG
AGGTCTGT  CCAGTAGC
TGAGCTAG
GGTGAACC
GCAGTAGG  ACGCCTCG
TTCCG-GG-TT
-CC-TTGGTCATCG  AAGGC
TGCGGAGC  GCAAT
19’
20’
18’
-
20
-
TH
High Boundary / Nucleation Barrier Tiles
Low Boundary / Nucleation Barrier Tiles
Figure A.2: Boundary and nucleation barrier tiles for the binary counter system.
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CTACCACT  TTCCT
GTAGCTCT  TTACC
AACTGCCG  GATGGTGA
TAATAGAT
CAACTAAT
AGATTAGA  CATCGAGA
5
7
AT-13
CAGTACCC  TTCCT
CCACTCAG  TTACC
AGTCTTCA  GTCATGGG
AGGTAATA
TGATTGTT
GGATTATG  GTGAGTC 
9
11
AT-12
GGTTGTAC  TAACC
GATGCTCC  ACTCA
AGTAGAAG  CCAACATG
AACAAAGT
AATTACCT
GAGCAAAA  CTACGAGG
5
7
AT-11
GGACATGC  TTCCT
TGCGCTCG  TTACC
CTGGATAC  CCTGTACG
CAGAGAGT
GTGAATTT
ATCAAAAT  ACGCGAGC
9
11
AT-10
GCACATTG  TAACC
GCCTCGGG  ACTCA
CGAAAAAG  CGTGTAAC
GATTTGTC
GGAATCAT
ATTACTAC  CGGAGCCC 
5
7
AT-9
GTTCT-GG-TT
-CC-TTCCGCTTGG  CAAGA
CTCAGCCC  ACAAT
ATGAAAGT  GGCGAACC
GGAGAATT
CTATTATT
CTGAAACA  GAGTCGGG
20
-
AT-1
AGGGTGCC  GACAT
ACGCCCGA  TTCAG
GCAGACTG  TCCCACGG
TCCGGTTA
CAGGAGGT
TGAGGCAG  TGCGGGCT
17
19
AT-2
ATCTGGAC  AATCG
GCCAATGC  GAACA
AGACTGCG  TAGACCTG
GCGATGTC
ATCAAGTT
TGCCTTTA  CGGTTACG
13
15
AT-3
CCGTGTGT  TTCCT
GTAGCGTA  TTACC
AAAACAGA  GGCACACA
ACAGCGGG
GGTTTACC
AGCGCCAA  CATCGCAT
9
11
AT-4
GCTTCCGC  TAACC
GTGGAATG  ACTCA
GATAGACG  CGAAGGCG
AACAAGCC
TTTTTAAG
AAAAGTAA  CACCTTAC
5
7
AT-5
GGTCCTCC  TTCCT
CACCTCAA  TTACC
AACTGCAA  CCAGGAGG
AAAGTAAA
AAACGATT
TTTGTTTG  TGGAGTT 
9
11
AT-6
ACTAGGAC  TAACC
ACCCGTCG  ACTCA
CCTATTCG  TGATCCTG
TCTTATGG
AAATCAGA
TATAGAAG  TGGGCAGC
5
7
AT-7
AGTCACAG  TTCCT
CCCCACCC  TTACC
TCCGCGCA  TCAGTGTC
ACTATTTG
GTTCAGCT
ATGCAGAG  GGGTGGG 
9
11
AT-8
GCCGGGTC  TTCCT
CACAGCTT  CGAAT
AGACGACC  CGGCCCAG
AAAATAGA
AATACCGA
ACGAACCA  GTGTCGAA
34
11
AT-14
TCCCCGAG  CTTAC
AGCACGTT  TTCCT
TTTACATC  AGGGGCTC
CTCGCAGT
ACGCTCAT
GGAAATAC  TCGTGCAA
30
32
AT-15
GGGGCATA  ACCAA
AGTGAGCG  TCCAA
GCAAGGAC  CCCCGTAT
ACCGCATG
TTAAAGGG
ATTTTAGA  TCACTCGC
1
3
AT-16
Figure A.3: Adapter tiles for the binary counter system.
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GCTTA  CATAGCCA
AGATC  GCCTAAAT
CGGATTTA  CTTCGTTA
AGGCACGA
CAGTTAAC
GTATCGGT  TCTATTGG
TCCGTGCT  TATTTGTG
GAAGCAAT
AGATAACC
GTCAATTG  GTTAGGCG
CAATCCGC  CATAC
ATAAACAC  GAATG
C F
A*34*
TCB-A
ACCAA  ATCCGAGT
AGCAT  CATGAGTA
GTACTCAT  CAGTATAG
TATCGGCG
ACATGAAT
TAGGCTCA  GTAATGTA
ATAGCCGC  TCAATGGC
GTCATATC
CATTACAT
TGTACTTA  ATCATGCC
TAGTACGG  GTGAT
AGTTACCG  TCTAG
2* D
C*29
TCB-B
CACTA  CTTGAAAC
TGGTT  GTTTCAAT
CAAAGTTA  CCTAGTTA
TGAGATTG
ATTGTTGT
GAACTTTG  TAATCAAG
ACTCTAAC  CATCGCCA
GGATCAAT
ATTAGTTC
TAACAACA  ATTTGCGG
TAAACGCC  GTCAA
GTAGCGGT  GCAATAGTTTTCTATTGC
3* hairpin
ED*
TCB-C
CAGTT  TTGTCATA
CTTAC  CCGCAGCT
GGCGTCGA  CCGAAGAA
TCGTATTG
ATTACAGT
AACAGTAT  TCAAACGG
AGCATAAC  TAGGTAGG
GGCTTCTT
AGTTTGCC
TAATGTCA  ATCTGTTT
TAGACAAA  CATAGTGTTTTCACTATG
ATCCATCC  CTGAA
E* hairpin
GF*
TCB-D
AATGG  CCTATGTC
TCACT  GTGCGGTC
CACGCCAG  ACGTATCT
TCAAAGTC
TCACGGTA
GGATACAG  TTCCATTA
AGTTTCAG  GGCATGTA
TGCATAGA
AAGGTAAT
AGTGCCAT  CTTTCACG
GAAAGTGC  CATAC
CCGTACAT  TCCAC
B I
A*9*
TC1-A
GTATG  CTCTATCC
TCTTG  GTAATCTT
CATTAGAA  ACAAGTTT
CTGTGTGA
ACGACCAA
GAGATAGG  TGCTATAA
GACACACT  ACTAGCTG
TGTTCAAA
ACGATATT
TGCTGGTT  AGATCATG
TCTAGTAC  TTCTC
TGATCGAC  AGTGA
A H
B*4
TC1-B
CTTGT  CGCTAGGT
ATGAC  GGTAATGA
GCGATCCA  AACCTATT
CTGACGTT
AGTTGAAG
CCATTACT  TAACCTAT
GACTGCAA  ACACAAAG
TTGGATAA
ATTGGATA
TCAACTTC  GGATCTTA AAGCT  TAACATTC
GTATG  CGCTTTGA
TGTGTTTC  GTATG
CCTAGAAT  TTCGA ATTGTAAG  GATGTAAA
GCTATGGT
CGGCGATA
GCGAAACT  ATTCACGT
CGATACCA  ATTGTCAT
CTACATTT
TAAGTGCA
GCCGCTAT  TGTATAGA
TGCGA-GC-TT
CAAAT-CA-TT
-CG-TTTAACAGTA  ACGCT
ACATATCT  GTTTA-GT-TT
27
13’
A
A
TCH
AAGAG  CGGAAACC
GACTT  GCGACTTT
CGCTGAAA  TATAAGTA
GCGATCTA
TTTCTCAG
GCCTTTGG  CTACTCGG
CGCTAGAT  ACAAATGG
ATATTCAT
GATGAGCC
AAAGAGTC  ACATCGGA
TGTAGCCT  CGGAG
TGTTTACC
G*
H*
TC2
GCCTC  TACTAACG
AGGTG  ACATAATC
TGTATTAG  TAATCTGA
ATTCTCAAt
CTAAAGTA
ATGATTGC  CGTTCATT
TAAGAGTT  CGCAAGAG
ATTAGACT
GCAAGTAA
GATTTCAT  CAAATCCC
GTTTAGGG  TCCAGCGTTTTCGCTGGA
GCGTTCTC  CTGAA
hairpin
GI*
Figure A.4: Capping tiles for the binary counter system.
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A.3 Other System Strands
Guard Strands
Guard strands were the Watson-Crick complements of the following strands (with sequences numbered
left-to-right in the preceding diagrams): THB-D-4, THB-B-4, TH-6, T0-D-4, T0-B-4, T1-D-4, T1-B-4, TL-6,
T0P-B-4, T1P-B-4, TLB-D-4, TC1-A-4, TC2-6, TCB-B-4, and TCB-D-4.
